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foreword

This report traces and analyzes the results of a

more comprehensive approach to improving educa-

major Ford Foundation effort through the 1960s to

tional programs. In research terms the program
broke little fresh ground. It was not intended to
invent further innovations; rather the program

improve public education. The effort, called the
Comprehensive School Improvement Program,
was aimed at legitimizing the concept of innovation

in public school programs and at testing various
kinds of innovation.

The 1960s were a decade of innovation for
schools. Spurred by foundations and later by federal and state governments, public school systems
embraced a host of new programs and projects in
curriculum, staffing, scheduling, technology, and
training. By and large, there was widespread agreement that our system of public education needed
changing (though not too much) and that changes
could be brought about by the formal leaders of
the system. principally school boards and school
administrators, with the help of teachers and, to
some degree, colleges and universities. The nation
still had enormous faith in its schools and their
ability to change without much outside pressure.
Those were not days of decentralization, student
rights, teacher militancy, full state funding, free
schools outside the public system, busing for purposes of integration, and the other commanding is-

sues that face us in the 1970s. Nor had we yet
come to understand the significance of our involvement in Vietnam and its effects on youth in schools.

In fact. 1960 was a time when nearly everyom
thought that with more money. more buildings, and
more teachers. our nation's schools could, indeed.
make a few adjustments and changes to produce a
better society.
In this climate the Ford Foundation began the
Comprehensive School improvement Program.
Over its course. more than S30 million was granted
to some twenty-five projects. Each project differed
from the others in significant ways, but all were
related through common strategies, including close
working relations with colleges and universities
and orchestration of activities in curriculum. use of
time, staff. technology. and facilities to create a

focused on ways and means to make school systems
adaptable, flexible, and open to change so that they

could make good use of innovative schemes that
had already been developed.
Whether or not these strategies were correct or
the goals were accomplished is the substance of

this report. Since the Foundation believes that
neither it nor the projects should be the sole judge
of the record, an independent assessment was commissioned. Paul Nachtigal, a perceptive educator
from Colorado, designed the plan and recruited a
team of sensitive and experienced associates to join
him in carrying out the review. This report is Mr.,

Nachtigal's; his study associates may not be in
unanimous agreement with the exact tone or exact

word of the document, but it has their approval.
On behalf of the Foundation, I offer our thanks to
him, to William Greenbaum of the Harvard Educational Review, who helped prepare the final

draft, and to the members of the study team,
Michael Annison, Dr. Earl R. Burrows, Francis
Parkman, Dr. William Rapp, Fr. Patrick Rice, and
Roberta: J. Warren. Dr. Percy D. Peckham also prepared a critique of the research reports which the
team obtained from the projects.
The study could not have been made without the
generous assistance given by project directors, administrators, officials, teachers, and, in some cases,
parents and pupils in school systems, and other institutions and agencies that were a part of the program. They allowed the team free and open access
to the projects and to their own experiences and
views. I should add my thanks as well to the several Foundation staff, past and present, who also
walked to assure the team free access to Foundation records.
Readers may question why the report does not
discuss pupils more extensively. The fact is. the
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program was oriented to teachers and to schools
and groups of pupils rather than to individuals. Individual projects did of course deal with individual

pupils; nonetheless, it is fair to say that the program ,effected the times (the early 1960s) and did
not address itself directly to the emotional and attitudinal development of pupilsthat set of human
relations factors sometimes termed the "affective

domain." Most of those who worry and study
about education were barely aware of that realm
as we were spinning out of the 1950s. the decade
of the "pursuit of excellence." If there is fault b:
this omission. it lies with those of us responsible
for the early conception of the program rather than
with project directors and staffs.

Finally, this report represents a kind of self eval-

uation for the Foundation as well as for public
education. We urged candor on the evaluation
team, and we applied to their report neither white-

wash nor the afterthoughts of the well meaning
who try and fall short of the goals. \ \'e offer it to
the public to fulfill what we regard as a responsibil-

ityto -eport what we did and how it all came out
in the end (both the pleasures and the pain). We
hope that it will provide insights to school experimentation for those public and private officials.
professionals and laymen. who are engaged in the
terribly tough business of trying to improve education.
EDWARD J. MEADE, JR.

Program Officer in Charge
Public Education
Ford Foundation
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preface

This report provides a critical analysis of the Ford
Foundation's Comprehensive School Improvement

Program (CSIP) of the I960s, examining its rationale, its implementation, and its impact. The
Foundation gave an independent evaluation team
access to all correspondence and progress reports
relating to the program and facilitated visits to
most of the project sites.* Thus the primary sources
of information include: internal Foundation docu-

ments providing evidence of the thoughts and decisions that went into the formative stages of the
program; project proposals and grant requests of
the twenty-five projects that comprised the program: site visits to twenty-three projects by twomember visiting teams, each spending approximately ore week per project; and annual and final
project reports submitted by each of the projects
to the Foundition.
The findings and conclusions of this document
may appear to be overly critical, especially to those

project directors and Foundation personnel who
had heavy investments of time and professional
--°I into did not permit a visit to the Puerto Rico project.
Atlanta was not visited because of a recent project re
structuring and change in direction.

status in the projects. In general, the observations
of th.: visiting site teams differed sharply from the
positive statements of progress presented in project
reports to the Foundation. Much of this discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that the observa-

tions were made as long as four years after the

project reports were writtena passage of time
that was essential to gain a sense of the longer-term
impacts of the projects. In many instances, innovations that had been implemented were no longer in

use at those particular sites, even though in some
cases similar innovations had since been adopted
by other school systems.
The fact that outsiders were asked to analyze the

strengths and weaknesses of CSIP, including the
Foundation's own shortcomings with relation to
the program, demonstrates. I believe, the Foundation's heightened awareness of the complexities of
change and the interrelation of education and large
social issues. It bespeaks, too, an increasing sense
of perspective about the limitations of the role that
foundations and other change agents can play,
along with the responsibility to continue working
with a broad range of individuals, groups, and institutions on major dilemmas facing American
society.
PAUL NACHTIGAL
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I. origins and design

BACKGROUND

Preparatory to broadening the scope of its philanthropic activities to the national level, the Foundation's trustees in 1947 appointed a committee to
prepare overall policy recommendations. In 1949.
the committee submitted its findings in a report
entitled Study for the Ford Foundation on Policy
and Program. Five major program areas were delineated. including "Education in a Democratic
Society."
This segment of the report contained a sharp and
extended criticism of formal education, emphasiz-

ing the failure to provide equal opportunity for
minority groups and the poor. Because the report
has had direct or indirect influences on the Foundation's educational activities of the past two decades, it is worth recalling some of its passages:
It is impossible to conceit e a true democracy with re-

stricted opportunities for education or with educational institutions which arc not geared to the needs
and goals of society as a whole....
The Committee has received from its advisers evidence of an unusual degree of dissatisfaction with
educational institutions and influences which now
operate in our society....
In considering the functions of formal education.
the Committee recognized that democratic objectives
require three things of our educational system: first.
that it apply in action the principle of equality of opportunity: second, that it train citizens and leaders in
coping with society's problems; and, third, that it
assist all men to employ their native capacities not
only to make a living but to carry on satisfying and
purposeful lives. In all three respects our educational
system is thought to exhibit serious deficiencies.
In practice, education should accord equal oppor-

tunity to all. This is not only a fundamental democratic principle; it is a prerequisite to the social mobility and fluidity which are basic to democracy.
Without equal educational opportunity, equality of
economic opportunity cannot exist....
Prejudice and discrimination abridge the educational opportunities of the members of our n.,nority
groups. Persons of all races and colors do not have
equal access to education. The advantages of education are also walled off behind economic barriers,

which are even more prevalent though perhaps less
well publicized....
Perhaps the greatest single shortcoming of our
school system is its tendency to concern itself almost

exclusively with the dissemination of information.
Schools should be the most important Influence outside of the home for the molding of whole persons.
The function of the school is the broad training of
mind and intellect. Yet individual purpose. character.
and values, the bases of which are laid in the home.
are often inadequately developed by the institutions
which could, by precept and deeper teaching. assume
a major share in supporting them most successfully.
To concentrate on the absorption of information
seems unrealistic when one realizes that students retain only a small portion of such information. Education must meet the needs of the human spirit.
... We must bring about a satisfactory relation.
ship between general and special knowledge.. This
means more than graduating adequate numbers of
-specialists and generalists; it will require the develop-

ment in both of an understanding of their relations
one to the other and of tl.r. relations of both to society.
Even in general or liberal education the tendency is
to break the curriculum into fragments and to overspecialize in teaching. There is an excessive emphasis

on scholasticism as an end in itself, and a notable
failure to keep abreast of both social development
and social needs....
Our educational system faces numerous other prob.
lens. such as the great shortage and often poor quality
of teaching personnel at the primary and secondary
levels; the pressure of enrollment upon physical plant

during the gowth of the postwar school population:
the apathy of parents and other citizen groups toward
school requirements; the difficulties of obtaining adequate financing, particularly in regions of low economic potential: and the slowness with which schools
adopt new procedures and aids for teaching. Many of
these problems would remain substantial even if mitigated by federal aid or by other sources of financial
assistance. While to maintain our historical democracy in school affairs we must retain a high level of
local autonomy in education, it is at the same time
necessary to overcome the deficiencies inherent in
such a wide scattering of policy planning and administrative functions. How to attain coordination of the
many local school systems, how to provide the planning and guidance for continuity of progress, and how

to achieve a basic unity of purpose among them
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these are problems of extreme difficulty. How to solve

these problems in the interest of society as a whole.
and how to do so without at the same time undermining freedom of education itself, constitutes a problem
of a still higher order in the application of democratic
principles.

In response to the committee's analysis, the

3) Will the teacher shortage be solved?

4) Will it be possible to develop schools that
challenge and capture the interests of youth in thc
depressed neighborhoods of large cities?
5) Can we work out a better basis of financial

support for our schools so that the children of
Mississippi will have the same educational opportunities as the children of New York or California?
6) Building on the experience of the fifties. will

Foundation in 1951 created the specialized "Fund
for the Advancement of Education" to encourage
useful changes within education. Confining itself
largely to single-purpose, short-term pilot projccts
during its first decade, the Fund made some 500

we find was to bring all sound new ideas and

grants totaling approximately S50 million. The

advancement?

range and variety of these programs are described
in Decade of Experiment: The Fund for the Ad-

7) Can we improve our educational programs
to make the most of human taltnt? (In the pursuit

vancement of Education, 1951-1961. The Fund
focused major attention on the recruitment and
training programs for liberal arts graduates and
teacher fellowships for advanced study ($23.5

of excellence we cannot afford to sacrifice the
variety in our educational establishment. which

techniques together. to achieve not just a patchwork of improvement but a coherent design of

must remain if it is to provide equality of opportunity for all.)

million) . It encouraged better use of teacher time

and talents in programs to prepare and use teacher
aides, to develop patterns for team teaching, and
to increase use of technological machines such as
TV, tape, teaching machines ($16.6 million) . Programs for equalization of opportunity supported
experiments in depressed areas such as the Virgin

Islands and the Kentucky mountains, and pilot
projects in Negro schools and colleges (S2.1 million) . Projects introduced modern business meth-

ods into education with management, teacher-salary, and cost surveys ($1.6 million).
The final section of Decade of Experiment

looked to the 1960s and posed seven "urgent
questions ":

I) Can the function of schools be clarified? (We
can determine educational goals only after we have
answered the larger question of what it is that we

as a nation value most and wish above all else to
accomplish in the years ahead.)

2) Can thc curriculum be designed anew to
8

reflect all we know and still have to find out about
the learning process?

A PROGRAM FOR THE 1960s
At the same time that Decade of Experiment was
in preparation, the parent Ford Foundation was
conducting a major review of its own policies and
programs. Once again the report specified "educational affairs" as one of five priority areas. In
the late 1950s and early 1960s, a consolidation of
the Foundation ..nd the Fund began, with the same
staff serving both organizations. Small-scale pro-

grams developed and tested under Fund grants
were subsequently expanded into nationwide programs with Foundation support.
As a logical response to the experiences of the
Fund for the Advancement of Education, as well
as the parent organization's own efforts in teacher
education, the education staff of the Foundation
developed a program for the coming decade. Instead of emphasizing further innovations or different educational problems, it concentrated on

finding ways to bring all sound new ideas and
techniques together to achieve a coherent design
of advancement.

The various innovations or practices available
to improve schools appeared to hold much promise.
However, implementing only team teaching with-

out a new curriculum, or installing a new curriculum without flexibility in schedulingany piecemeal approach--would net make the significant
impact needed to reve- :e the decline in the quality
of American education.
What appeared to be missing was the capability
of bringing together a sufficient number of the new
practices to create a critical nzass a chain reaction

of change that would overcome the inertia of
school systems and produce significantly different
educational institutions. The new program was to
provide a capstone for the project,' of the past decade, consolidating gains and encouraging largescale implementation.
Known as the Comprehensive School Improvement Program (hereafter referred to as CSIP) ; it
sought to encourage simultaneously the following
practices: 1) team teaching, 2) the use of non-professional personnel in schools, 3) flexible scheduling, 4) variable sizc pupil groups for instruction
and new space arrangements, f. ) the use of audiovisual resources, including educational television,
6) programmed instruction, 7) language laboratories, 8) educational data processing by machine, 9)
independent study, 10) advanced placement and
early admissions, 11) nongraded school programs,
and 12) school and university partnerships for cur-

riculum improvement, and pre- and in-service
teacher preparation.
Underlying these specific practices were four key
assumptions that helped shape the programs: 1)
that the purpose of a school is to promote learning;
not teaching; 2) that learning Is a continuous process and must be related to an individual student's
abilities and needs; 3) that curriculum in all con-

tent areas should be built on a continuum from
the beginning to the completion of formal education, rather than be frozen by grade levels or age
of pupil: and 4) that there needs to be a constant

and continuous examination of the ways by which
schools facilitate learning in order to take advantage of discoveries and developments.
The partnership of schools and colleges or universities was thought to be essential for improving
education; and the collaboration was expected to

be mutually rewarding. The expertise of higher
education could be brought to bear on the problems of elementary and secondary education, and,

in return, actual classrooms would be available
for teacher training. Better education and bettertrained teachers would result.
An additional ingredient necessary for the critical mass was the involvement of as large a unit
of the educational system as possibleideally all
staff members at all grade levels and in all content
areas of a particular school. Further, if this critical
mass could be achieved in different types of schools

rural, suburban, and big cityin various places
around the country, the chain reaction would be
of such magnitude that it would encourage changes

in school systems which were not a part of the
program.

Since not all school systems seemed willing or

able to pursuc such an extensive approach to
change, and since in any case the Foundation's
funds could not usefully be spread too thin sites
were selected where: 1) local objectives were in
harmony with the objectives of the CSIP; 2) staff
sophistication was sufficient to handle the necessary array of innovations: and 3) the financial
resources were sufficient to continue the programs;
if desirable, once Foundation funds were no longer
available.

The Foundation awarded the first grants in a
few suburban communities (Newton. Massachusetts; Norwalk, Connecticut; and University City,
Missouri), in one small rural eastern city (Bennington, Vermont) and, through state education
agencies, to several small communities in the West
(for example. Meeker, Colorado: Pioche. Nevada;
and Wagon Mound. New Mexico) . Since the pur-
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pose of the program was to influence education
broadly, efforts were made to select leading educational communities that could serve as "lighthouses" to guide other school systems.
The absence from CS1P initially of school systems in the nation's very largest cities was due to
the fact that another Foundation program already
under way was related to schools in major depressed urban neighborhoods. This effort was
known as the Great CitiesGray Areas Program.
The first part of the term derives from the Great
Cities School Improvement Program, begun in
the mid-1950s by superintendents of schools and
school board members of ten large cities. Beginning

in 1960, the Foundation made grants totaling $2.8

million for experiments in nine of these school
systemsBuffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, St. Louis,

and Washington. "Gray areas" refers to the fact
that the neighborhoods in which the school experi-

ments were located lay between the commercial
centers and the cities' newer suburbs. They were
characterized by heavy concentrations of older
dwellings; low levels of income, education, and
vocational competence; shifting populations; racial

minorities; and large influxes of migrants from
rural areas or other urban centers.
A high proportion of gray-area students do poorly in school, attend irregularly, and drop out before
finishing. The Great CitiesGray Areas Program

sought to make the schools more responsive to
the special needs of these children. It supported
such services and techniques as in-service training

for teachers, including summer sessions on remedial reading and other priority needs of grayarea children; use of school buildings for afternoon, evening, and Saturday programs; use of
nonteaching neighborhood residents as schoolcommunity agents; trips, clubs, and other culturalenrichment activities outside the schools: and intensive academic and vocational guidance and job
10

placement.

Essentially, these efforts were what later became

known as "compensatory education," and were
closely replicated on a broad national scale under
the federal Elementary and Secondary Education
Act. Compensatory education failed to stem the
deterioration of urban education in the 1960s. VI
shortcomings of the Great CitiesGray Areas P
gram itself were barely beginning to be sensed by
the Foundation just as CS1P went into high gear.
Peter Marris and Martin Rein, writing in 1967,

provided a penetrating analysis of these shortcomings.* They noted:
... reforms were to be instituted in cooperation with
the school system, and carried out by the teachers
themselves. Only by involving the system and its staff,

and so committing them to the new approach. could

the limited resources of the projects inspire widespread innovation. Such a strategy called for tact and

subtlety. If the teachers already acknowledged the
prejudices which frustrated their efforts, the projects
were hardly necessary. But if they did not, how would
they cooperate in a reform whose wisdom they failed
to recognize? To L.Ilallenge their prejudices openly

might lead, as [one project] discovered to 'strongly
defensive, near hysterical resistance.' ...
... the projects ... set themselves a task which was
inevitably beyond their resources. They depended
upon the school system for access to the teachers, and

upon their cooperation in carrying the programmes
out. Innovation was therefore limited to objectives
which school and project could readily agree upon
or at best, to objectives which the school could tolerate, in return for support for its own more orthodox

ideas....

... It seems, then, that the projects could help the
schools to develop educational methods already widely accepted in the teaching profession remedial lead-

ing, counseling, team teaching, cultural enrichment
provided that the changes were tactfully introduced,
and everyone was prepared. If they tried to insinuate
more challenging innovations, which questioned the
teacher's basic assumptions, the schools might not

give them a fair test, and the trading of unwilling
*Dilemmas of Social Reform: Poverty and Conamazity
Action in the United States. New York:, Atherton Press,
1967.

commitment to each other's aims only condemned all
the programmes to halfhearted and muddled implementation. If the projects went round the system, innovating where they had more freedom, they still had

to face the integration of these facilities with classroom expectations they had scarcely influenced....

But these are retrospective judgments, which,
while applicable also to CS1P, came too late to
influence its directives. The new energy that characterized school-improvement efforts, such as CSIP
in 1961 and the federal programs in the following

few years, was tinged with optimism.

A CHANGE IN DIRECTION
The Comprehensive School Improvement Program
had been in operation less than three years when
major changes occurred. The earliest. civil rights

protests of the 1960s led to a new awareness of
how little had been achieved in addressing the
problem of inequality of educational opportunity.
It also was realized that most of the Foundation's
previous spending had been in northern cr nmunities, and it was decided to allot large portions of
the CS1P funds for use in the South.

In " lie it became clear that the "lighthouse"
programs uncler way in the "select" school districts
would not yield new ideas or programs that were

entirely, or even largely, transferable to schools
serving disadvantaged children. New types of
"compensatory education" programs were needed,
and the emphasis shifted toward funding proposals
which:
1) concerned school systems with large concentrations of disadvantaged students and less finan-

cial resources, rather than the districts already
considered to be the leaders in education;
2) focused on the early years of education rather
than kindergarten through twelfth grade (the
earlier the intervention, the greater potential for
impact);
3) attempted to provide compensatory education
at the same time more fundamental changes in the

school system were being made so that in the long
run compensatory education programs would no
longer be needed;
4) placed much more emphasis on the collaboration of universities and colleges in school improvement, each project involving both tradition-

ally black and all-white institutions of higher
learning;

5) assumed the slow pace of integration after
Brown vs. the Board of Education in 1954 would
continue for at least another decade, and thus
additional means of improving education were
necessary.

In some ways, the shift in emphasis of CSIP
significantly narrowed the goals of the program.
Rather than trying to bring about a renaissance in
public education generally, and for all students,
the focus was now on the "disadvantaged"; rather
than working at all grade levels, activities were
concentrated at the preschool and elementary
school levels. Yet in other ways, this shift enlarged

perspectives and opened up the possibility of addressing other "urgent questions" raised by the
Decade of Experiment.
The twenty-five CS11' projects did not all fit one
of the two general models (i.e., pilot or compensatory) , but all shared common characteristics related to the original rationale. All projects did deal
with a number and variety of interventions rather
than just one new approach; although not all projects encompassed all grades, each did work with
a number of age levels; and college or university
involvement was part of each project. Some of the
projects, however, emphasized in-service training
of teachers, others curriculum development, and
still others new organizational patterns.
ACTION PROJECTS vs, RESEARCH
All the projects were designed to demonstrate
actual changes in school systems. For most, the
underlying theme was action rather than the devel-
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opment of research designs or the collection of
additional data about schools and children.
Since the emphasis was on implementing new
practices, evaluation and research did not receive

high priority, even though sizable amounts of
money were spent for these purposes. Insofar as
evaluation and research were pursued, thervas
little overall coordination of the effort. In line with
the program's standards, evaluation generally took
the form of impressionistic descriptions of project
activities by the project directors themselves and
occasionally by outsiders. The first scrim's group
consideration of evaluation problems occurred at

an initial conference of project directors in January 1965. But this was, in effect, too late, since
twenty of the twenty-five projects were already
under way and the possibility of going back and
building a rigorous evaluation was remote, if not
impossible.
In addition to the evaluation of project activities,

more formal research efforts became a part of a
number of projects. According to one analysis,
these generally suffered from poor design.* Project

objectives were stated in such vague and global
terms that it was impossible to say with any certainty whether or not they had been reached. Goals
were often stated in input or process terms, on the

assumption that changes, per se, would produce
better education. Relatively little emphasis was
placed on the actual educational outcome of the
projects.
This lack of rigorous evaluations was typical of
virtually all university, government, and Founda-
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tion change efforts in education before the mid1960s. When the decade began, it seemed clear
that certain types of staffing arid curriculum
changes would produce certain improvements in
education. The Coleman Report (Equality of Educational Opportunity, U.S. Office of Education,
1966) exploded that myth and provided important
data on the differences between schoolsghetto to
suburb, North to South. The report also pointed

indirectly to the inadequacy of previous educational evaluations that assumed a uniform cost/
quality-relationship for public schools.

Beyond the fact that national evaluation standards were drastically changed during the middle
of the CSIP decade, it is clear that evaluating the
wide range of CSIP projects would have been difficult in any case. Even if more precise evaluation
mechanisms had been developed for the "lighthouse" projects early in the decade, completely
new evaluation devices would have been needed
later because th:?. emphasis and objectives -'f the
projects shifted so dranuttically with the creation
of the compensatory education projects.
But notwithstanding the Weak evaluation mechanisms typical of CSIP, a great deal can be learned
from these projects about the types of changes that
are feasible. and the various factors that make them
more or less so.
FUNDING
Grant Amounts and Sequence
In all, the CSIP involved a Foundation investment
of more than $30 million." Figure 1 indicates the

sequence of the grants, as well as their relative
amounts. The shift from small "pilot" to larger
"compensatory education" grants is indicated by
the chart. The size of the grants tended to cluster
at the extremes of a continuum, rather than in the
middle. Eleven %, :re below $500.000 each, with
seven of these at about the $250,000 level. Six of

the grants, by contrast, were for approximately
$3 million each. Four fell between these levels, as

follows: $968,000, $850,000, $1.4 million, and
$2 million.
*"A Review of Selected 14ports of Studies from the
C.S.I.P." by Dr. Percy D. Peckham (1970). who was
asked by the Ford Foundation to review research reports.
Mimeographed. 40 pages. available on request from the
Foundation.

**Appendix A contains a LompiNe list of projects and the
grant amounts.
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Figure 2
Funding by Community Population

Urban Projects
my 7 grants $18,000,000

A Projects Serving All
-Three PopUlations
4 grants $7,800,000
Ai= Rural ProjectS
W-8 grants $2,500,000-

Suburban Projects

mi. 6 grants $2,400,000

Total: $30± million

Futulitzg--by- Cotizniuirity-Popylatiotz. The iproj-ectS- tend to fall into- groups differentiated =by -the
type of student population involved,,whiCh-hiturn
dictated -the- nature of -school improvement efforts
undertaken Asec-Figurc 2).
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ituttAt.=Some 7 -pct cent-of the funds -went to
projects in rural areas. The Western:States Stnall-Schools Project (WSSSP), building on an earlier
program assisted by the Foundation and the Fund
for the Advancement of- Edticationthe -Rocky-Mountain:Area Project for Small -High Schools
explored ways of individualizing instruction, the
use of-technology to overcome the isolation of the
rural community, and approaches- to vocational
education (career selection) suitable lot small
-schools. The Bennington (Vermont) Project focused on the improvement of curriculum and the

reorganization of the schools to enable all students
-to=ptogress at a rate- appropriate to their interests
and abilities. The Milton (Pennsylvania) schools.
building on a SustluchaimaNalley-Program of Cooperative--Research, worked on in-service training
of teachers to make the best use of the technologieal and curricular resources. The Alaska project
was concerned with a more systematic and realistic
plan for recruiting and preparing teachers for the
schools hi
villagci.

sunintnANAnother 7 per cent went into suburban- school systeths. Generally, these projects
were the most consistent with the original CSIP
design, simultaneously implementing team teaching, new curricula, modular scheduling, and so
forth. However, here. too, there were many differences, partly based on the varied characteristics of

Figure 3
Funding by _Racial and Cultural Group

Black 60%
Mexican-American,-Puerto Rican,_
W and other Spanish= speaking 6%
Indian and Eskimo 2%

Other 32%

Total: $30+ million

the suburbs. Three were -in -- upper - middle class
communities Newton, Massachusetts, which-operated experimental 'programs with the resources
and-in the general neighborhoodzof =Harvard University ancFMIT; Fort Lauderdale; :Florida (the
Nova Schools), where an educational -park concept
was being implemented; and University City; -Missouri, which educated children of the professors
Working bin the nearby colleges and universities,
Twormere middle -class communities in transition
Englewood, New Jersey, which was beginning
to feel_ increasing demands from black residents,
and Norwalk, Connecticut, where emphasis was on
educational television and film libraries as well as
new -stalling and organizational patterns. A bluecollar-Suburb, Brentwood, NeW York. focused on
curriculum developinent.

unismvTh-e--Inajor portion of funds -(60 per
-dent)- went -to _urban -projecti=not the .big= cities
of the Country but thoseiangitig itipopulationirem
_75,000 -to 600;000.-Richmond; Virginia, was -the
first-of- the_ compenatory-eduCation---projectS. The
PittsbUrgh grant -included- the -"tieW practices"_of
the original -CSIP design, -a -compensatOry education- program, and-_-efforts to blend academic and
Vocational education-into a comprehensive school.
Atlanta, Durhain,_HuntsVille, Nashville, and New

Orleans comprised the Southern Education Improvenient Program, Each_was concerned with the
educational difficulties of black- and other disadvantaged children and-pursued some type of corn,
pensatOry education programs Durham was relatively research- oriented, -trying to gain new insights
into both the characteristics of disadvantaged chil-
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Figure 4
Funding by Geographic Region

South (includes Florida
and Puerto Rico)

4
A

9 gtants $19,000,000

Midwest
3 grants $3,200,000
RockyMouniainS5 grants $1,800,000
Far West (includes Alaska)
3 grants $4,700,000

Northeast
5 grants $1,800,000

Total:_$30+ milliOn:

dren- and -the_ appropriateness of behavior.modifi-cation techniques for instruction. Huntsville estab-

lished a- pre--first grade ptOgramt New OrleatIS
saturated the_-project= schools with instructionalresource's, i.e., filMs, transparencies, IBM- _strips;
Atlanta and NaShville concentrated on linptoVing
leading, implementing a- new- Science= curriculum,
and-increasing community involvement.
OTHER The _remaining four projects received
_

fourth of the funds- (26 per cent) and involved
all -three population groups. Oregon and North
Carolina -were state projects. Oregon concentrated
on the development of _the teacher- intern- concept
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as it
i _related to implementing-the "new _practices."
North- Carolina built its effo-rts around the forMation at the elementary level of teaching teams, each
including a teacher aide. The Santa Barbara project

served as a-facilitating agency to thiproVe the edu;
cational =programs,of]sevetal Cooperating schools
and the teacher-edutatiOntprogtam of =the Univer-

sity of California- at Santa-Barbara. The Puerto:
Rico projeet jollied- -a_ pioposed: high-Schia curriculum- project -and teacher-training-program-into
a common effort.
Funding by Racial and Cultural Group. ApprOximately 60 per cent- of the funds went to schools
that -were predominantly black (see Figure 3), 6
per cent to Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and

other Spanish-speaking, 2 par cent to the Indian
and Eskimo populationS, and the remaining 32
per cent to predominantly White Schools'. Regionally, the South received larger grants and the largest share of total grant funds (Figure 4) .,
Funding by Type of Grantee. Perhaps the most

Figure 5
Funding by Type of Grantee

Local School Districts
11 grants $8,750,000
-

State Education Agencies
8 grants $8,750,000

Universities
6 grants $13,000,000

Total: $30+ million

Sighifleant aspect of the distribution of C5IP funds
concerns- the -kinds Of_tecipients-itiVOlved. Figure 5-

-indicates theproportioiroUgrahts award_ ed-to lOcal
school districts, itato departments of
ancliunivetsities._

It- is noteworthy that about 29 per -cent of: the:funds-went-directly to public-Schools, and-another
29 per cent-to state education-agencies, while UM=
versities served as fiscal agents -for the remaining
42-per cent. On-the one hand; the:large peoportion
of:fun-ds going to the universities indicates a some-

-what indirect approach to public school reform.
But, when these expenditures are compared with
those of the 1950s lit becomes clear that the Found
_dation was taking a more direct approach by funding_public school systeins and state education agen

cieS-For instance, of the first 300 grants awarded

by the Fund- for" -the Advancement -of :Education,
betWeen 1951--abc11-1956,_84- per-cent of _thefunds-

wentlo_colleges and universities, -only 4rpercent
Went difettly to -p_tiblic school_ syStems, and- the
remaining 12- pef cent went to other =education
agencies, such as -state departnients of education.
The _shift -in=these proportionS dutingithe- 1960s

is Significant: In part, the change indicateS- the
Foundation's _gtowing -real izatiotrof the limits of
the capacity of universities to provide solutions for
major problems in the schools. Second, the change
demonstrates a rise in the relative itnportance at
tribute& to teachers, school administrators, and,
in some instances,_parents. In= general,-during the
decade, the Foundation broadened its search for
people and institutions that could help solve -the
problems of American education.

I

educationa objectives

CSIP sought to-consolidate the gains of the 1950s.
via extensive_ field testing- of educational innova.
tions. As a-broad-scale _effort, it included:a_ wide

common group of children- were relatively rare.
Perhaps- the most 'prevalent approach employed

range of- objectives, .sOrrie_unkitielci Msingle_prOj;
-ect, others shared by severals_projects. The-specific
-objectives eltiSter.ih_twO major areas: orgahitation.
and- administration; and:professional develOpment

teadherS, with the group- having some responsi-

was that of assigning a team leader for the group Of
bility- for joint planning of _its_lespeetiVe _teaching
taSk-S,

The teaming =of -teachers -was--Mttempted_ Most-

subiirbs (Newton, Norwalk; Engle-

and --_clasS`room_-practideS,

This -chapter concentrates
CSIP's -role in
teacher- development and ehafigingi educational
practices. The implications of-the experiments -ihorganizaticim Mid adininistration_are discussed in
Chapter I
PROFESSIONAL- DEVELOPMENT .
AND CLASSROOM PRACTICES
The major -- approaches to -the problems of pro,

-grouping- of students was- a concurrent= priority

fessional- development andclassroom practice

in Englewood; for example, where teams were

Were: 1) new-patterns of-Staff utilization, 2)F de;
velopment and-use of_new-curriculum materials,
3) use-of-technology, 4) experiMents- in-grouping_
of students and'utiliiation of- time,:and 5)- hinova;
tive arranger-tient and use of school- space.

widespread_ and- generally effective, The Norwalk
approach_ to teaming (which _provided an- extra
salary increment to the team- leader) has fallen off
somewhat in the lust few years, ekcept -iti one or-

Staff -Utiliiation

Modifying patterns -of staff -utilization in school
_systems-was-intendedMot_dnlyloriniprove the effi;
-ciehey of the teachiokleartiing_p_roasS but_to break
doWitthelsolation of the Self-contained-classtocim,

to facilitate professional interaction, and to -improve teacher competency. Changes in Staff utiliza;

tioniappeared in virtually all the CSIP proposals,
and included -team teaching ModelS, use of teacher
aides, intern programs, new approaches to teacher
superviSion, and teacher retraining.

The term "team teaching" was applied to a
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Wood; University-City)--Where-the-cittriculttit was
Oriented_ to-college preparation-- and _parental de;
mands -for scholarShip_ were -- high.'" In NeWtori,
team teaching involving ClasSroom reorganization
did--mit-take=hold as originally-planned. The thitistolithe effort_ here. seethed- to=be -toWar&-the joint
p- lanning of-new turricultim_Materials._Team-teaeh
-Mg= tended -to -be_ most extensive where flexible

variety of staffing arrangements and patterns of
operations. In some cases it appeared to be little
More than teachers talking shop during coffee
breaks; in others, joint planning constituted team
teaching. Cases in which two or more teachers
held joint responsibility for the education of a

two sehoolS.

The Concept of paraprofessionals _also incorporated -a wide range of fthictiOns and roleS. In
the Southern =projects, it signified-assistants in theofliCes, cafeteria;- or
-and was a- means for

- parents and other residents-of the community to
identify with-the-school, On- another level-torriMon
thrOughotit the:CSIP, it- =applied to classroofti as-

sigiiirientS ranging from clerical- to assistance in
the teaching -process. In some cases, nOnprofes;
sionals really became Members of teaching teams
and -were encouraged to advance professionally.
Aides also played an important role in resource
and media centers.
North Carolina combined the two concepts. A
*it is no coincidence that an earlier Fund for the Advance-

ment of Educatiomsupported effortthe Staff Utilizalion Project of the National Association of Secondary
School Principalshad been most influential in suburban systenis.

team of two or -three teachers -plus an aide was
appointed-to develop project
and seek

funds for the- local-schools and diSteicis participatihg in the project. Project-funds-paid for the-aides

in the -beginning, _firmly- establiShing- the -ptactice:
-in-the-state.
The new staffing patterns, fvutban and subbrban

sehoolS generally were adaptable- to the -rbral
-Schools; There were Oppottuffities -for teachetS to
-work-together in teams, as_ Well as fortotalischodiplanning. Teaeheraides --Wete found useful, espe,
cially in =New Mexico where -the:law -was-eventu,'
ally- =changed to recognize-- thein; -and- individual
student _leatning-===always more- feasible in -the

country sehool=was especially effective. An-addi_tiorial- contribution of -the Western_ States SMall
Scheib's Project- to staff- utilization, was -the paraprofessional concept inherent in -the -Career-Selee=

-tied Progtam. ThiS approach made extensive use

Of the- talents_ of men- and-women _froni-the corn-

niunity fot teaching specific vocational skills. in
some instances (Haxtun _and- Meeker, Colorado,
fin-example) these specialists became-an integral

-parLof the iffstruCtional- program; in,Othets,- they

contributed - little more than conventional vdca=
-tional guidance.
Several- projects Used teaching interns. -This was
especially true in teacher -preparation
Oreton,_
Where a fifth--yeat pfogra-ni:fdr intern-Sr achieved=
statewide prominende, _and -legislation -has beenproPOSed_to-make a- fifth year part olthe certification _requirements. Elsewhere, the -practice took
various -shapes -for building field experience into
a teacher- training program. These ranged- froth_ a
"Student teaching" assignment in the fourth year of
an-education sequence to an additional year for a
prospective teacher who had acquired a 13,A. or

degree or a fifthlear experience with credit
toward a Master's degree.
Ina number of locations, e.g., Oregon, University City, and Englewood, a new variety of support
personnel emerged to take the place of the usual

"supervisor." The role Of these educators was to
provide a=type of iri=service education in the class-

foOni, teaching -- demonstration classeS and
-suggestions in iMplethenting new approaches.
-Micte-teaching, the use,of video,,tapeito .record,
analyze,_ and improve- teaching-petfortnance, _al=
thoUgh=not_ deVeldped -in -_CSIP, was- einployed- in
_a-nut-fiber Of *ejects (Alaska; New Orle.ansi Nova,
and - 'Norwalk): -Since- -this- -technique =has Only
recently been available to schools (with-the advent
Of -low-coSt recorders_), it -is too- early to tell
Whether or-not it _will become:a regular feature of
iri,setVie-e- teacher -training once outside- fithcis-ate
no longer available.

-A model for 'teacher retraining- emerged- from
-the 'Center for Coordinated -Edtication at SantaBarbara. -A- perceived teacher=leader is selected by
the-teaChitig-staff-and,=Using current critical- Ssues

as the content, _he -helps other teachers learn to
work with- children: Stress is placed on inductive
-learninv=the -teacher -lectureS very little, but responds to student? qUeStiOns.

In summary, while substantial- amounts of
_Foundation-and federal- monies were being alto=
cated to teacher-preparation- programs -at the college level,_CSIPidireetedihore attention to- specific
SChobl_ situations. Because the majority of CSIP

teachers continue to hinction in -self-eontained_
elaSStOoms, it is = impossible to assess the-perManenee and depth_of:Changes generated by innovative projects;
changes -in teacher_ behavior- and
in classroom style,_Or modification_ of- teacher attitudes toward students and toward curriculum. The
Most subtle and significant changes in these areas
do not depend on formally restructured elaSsrooMs.

On the other hand; the use of paraprefessionals=a
trend that the Foundation -helped reinforcehas
clearly resulted in permanent change, introducing

new cadres of people into education, providing
channels of access into schools fur many more
blacks and for those without previous formal train ing,and encouraging many_ nonprofessionals to ful-
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fill formal requirements for certification. Within

programs for the needs of students. ,3) In other

-CSIP,_hoWever, little was done to sift the theOreti,cal implications of this - development afictitheAuesr
tions it raises about the characteristics -of effective
afid=ineffectiVe- teachers, and about- the-lunction of
=certificatiOn proceddres and- other aspects_ of
teacher redettitment.
.In- -a -variety of ways; -then, the = focus -on staff

cases, new materials -were written where specific

utilization -=prOVided:a -significant -co-ntekt-fOr -pro,

other example is-an-Atherican.studies progratit, of
-University city.-,Otherniaterials were-developed in
an-attempt-toideal with the-emerging-awareness of
_black-identity- (Norwalk, EnglewoOd,:BrentWood)
and-with pre- school education (University_ -City,
DurhaM): The Alaskan Readers (initially devel;
oped- by the Alaska =Rural School= Project, later
picked up by Northwest-Regional Laboratory) Were
designed specifically-for use-by-children in the iso,
fated villages of-that State.Anotheriapproach grewout of two eases-where additional-grants were made
for-preparation of special materials. Santa-Barbara
received-a-grant to developite=aeher in-service materials, Which-Were-a-part of a totatiii;serviee edu-

fessional growth: The -Men and- women- involved
were, for the most paft,:airaverage cross - section of
those-in education. The projects,- however, created
a climate- that- enabled.ordinary_people to perform
in extraordinary ways. This influence_On people's
-lives, especially apparent at-top leVelSt-organizadon; extended throughout -the ,rankS-. of- teachers

and paraprofessionals involved in the projects:
Through mobility and imitation -the benefits -Of
such growth accrue not just to the project or the
School system but slowly-become dispersed across
the country.

Instrdetional (Curriculum) Materials.
bevelopthent and Use
"Comprehensive- school iniprovethent requires
change- throughout all :aspects of -the School, in-eluding

._.

_the nattire_and=structure of--the curric-

ulum::::" This- emphasis, found- in- the-Newton
and Norwalk-grant dOculnents,:is refleetedin virtually all; the -projects. -Each project struggled with_

the nature and structure of the curriculum in a
different _way. 1) Some Spent,their energies-imple=

-filenting the "new" curriculaAAAS and BSCS
=Science, ITA Reading, Words in Color, SRA Read-

to be -in social studies; where spec:111e materials
were - generated to make the content -more relevant,
as for _exaMple,"A-SeaPort: Boston Harbor Change
and--DeVeloPment" and-"Water: -Quabbih to-Bostori;" -bOth-prOducediby-_the-NeWton_;PrOjett. An

cation-design. Nova- Was given_ a grant _-to develop

"Learning- Activity -Packages," consisting of behavioral- objectives, learning activities, and-evaluation -exercises in the field-- of- -technicat-science:
This approach- to- curricultini now provides the
baSis -for Instruetion in most -of-the_ subject diSci;
plineS in No-va schools.

=During the early _1960S, two major cutriculuM
approaches- dominated- the educational scene: Programnied-InStruction designed to-individualize in-

struction, and the ctrriculuth reform movement
generated by Jerrold Zacharias of Massachusetts

ing, to name only a few. 2) A second approach

Institute of Technology, Jerome Bruner of Harvard

was the sequencing or repackaging of existing cur,
riculum for_ the purpose of individualizing instruction Detailed directions were written to allow students to "progress at their own rate"; sets of mathe-

University, and others. Programmed materials

matical problems were taken frOm books and
=printed on single sheets of paper; spelling words
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needs were apparent.-Most of=these efforts appeared

were recorded on tapes-iall attempts to design

based on the Work of-B. F. Skinner, Robert Mager,
et al., were heralded as a great breakthrough, but
early examples were poorly constructed and available only in a few subject matter areas. The "smallstep" learning sequences often created problems of
student motivation and, in CSIP projects, interest

in programmed instruction soon-waned. Although
many of -the early materials found their way toAhe -book storage room, some of the prifiCiplea
involved,
behavioral objectiVeS-, _ carefully

uniqueness, project teachers almost universally felt
the need-to create their own tnaterials._There is no
()Vela assessment of how much of this material

structured learning sequences, and__ 'Criteria_ teats,
-were incorporated- in: local ,currietiluni .efforts,
thoad Of-Nova
partietilth
iCSIP:efforts=to put-into -praetice:the curricuitirri
,reforni -movement o(Zaaharias: and-Bruner: posed

whether -- teachers_ were _Si rhply unaware-of- recent
6111.06.11Mb -units that were -readily available of_
Whether they were conditioned to resist _the'-ao-

more complex- problems. Professional curriculum
developers prepared Curriculum units,-first in mathematics and- science, that -integrated' the _coritribti-tioria of the acholar and the- classroom _teacher.
`Building on central- concepts -of a disCipline,_ the
_units 'Were-academically sophisticated :and acceptable, -but they tended to- be- extraordinarily expensive -and to demand especially Careful teacher preparation. Moreover; experience has shown that
similar materials in areas such as the social sciences
require several years for design, testing,_ revision,
and- preparation for publication. Within-CSIP; the
-greatest acceptance _of these new curricula was

in _suburban school districts where the projectawere more consistent with the original CSIP model

lOr change. Although the_ materials were- not
-universally accepted, CSIP -efforts- did result in
Most:schools moving -from- a -single- textbook=

to- One that incorporated -a :great variety
-o(m-ateriala.
!

Many new curricula-did-find perthafient-hoinea
in CSIP schools. The Initial--Teaching_Alphabet-is
now an integral part of UniverSity- City's reading

program; various new science programs are common to many of_ the high schools.- However the new

-curricula that require a significant outlay of funds
Or_ basic changes in teacher behavior (American
Association for the Advancement of Science, for
example) are less likely to be continued:

But despite the packaged curriculum movements, widespread commitment to-develop curriculum within each prOject required a heavy investment of teacher time. _Under the rationale of local

was generated. It -also is not known precisely

called "-teacher proof" units_ regardless Of their
quality and-availability.
littnanyrinatances, the overprodUctiOn-of inadequate -cariculuin _Units at_ the local -level was -not

the faith of the individual projects. Rather, -the
projects were doing Whet-they had-been funded to
do._the Foundation staff:itself hadiindereatitnated
the diflicUltieS in producing new curriatfiuni-_tinita.
As we now know, partly from-that- experience, any

significant process for cUrriettlumi deVelopthent
must meet a number of_demandS: spolarly-input
to assure intellectual -rigor; expertise in learning
theory and child deVelopment to support Methodol-

ogies; extensive testing, evaluation, and revision;
programs forteacher-training; and procedures for
dissemination. Within CSIP, feW curriculum development activities attempted-to move to the cutting -edge of the
to experiment- on
-learning-theory and -child -development. _Materiala
Were:put-into use too quickly -to ,alloW for, adequate
testing -and- revision; 'end _inoSt materials generally
are not used by anyOne-other than the teachers who
created them. -(When the BrentWOod--Project-,did
-make a conscious_ effort- tordisseininate materials,

the project in effect helped to subsidize the- pub;
lishing- business by prOviding writers fornew English and social studies_ series.) New materials can
provide greater variety, but, without strong scholarly grounding, they do not necessarily foster new
learning. Without broad dissemination, impact is
minimal in terms Of time and money invested. In
terms of both cost and student teacher learning, the

adoption of professionally developed curricula
produced far more substantive change than inhouse curriculum development.
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Use of Technology

Elsewhere in the Western States Sniall Schools

The activities of CSIP in the use of technology

Project, technology

covered- -the gamut, _from exploring--new inStruc;
-tiotial-uses off the tape recorder-and filnistfip-projeetOf to Using dial:aeceSs television. Some projects
spent no FoundationTfUndS for equipment and soft,

-played an- impoftant- communications role in reduding the isolation-Of small "schools.

ware,-while Others Spent-up-to SI 66.000.per_ school_
building (New- OrleanS) ._- The -More. sophisticated=
_progfaMS (dosed_ circuit- TV, large tape -and -film

The Overallicontributions made by CSIP in- the
use_ of -technology were liMited._ To be sure. great
-nuinbers -of teachers-were expoSed_to, and endourage& to- use, _Overhead--projectors, tape -recorders,
filmstrips, etc., -a-n=in_ many_ cases these practices

libraries) Were -found in the suburban schools

continuo. In -far, too -many instances, however.

--where eXtra_dollarS were available and- there -were

equipment -of- all-kinds-is gathering dust, The ongoing costs of maintenance and- ptOduction -atemuch greater than originally anticipated -and_have

enough students to justify the expenditute. The
-Smaller districts -were limited in their-experimentation to SimPlr,_lesS expenSive approachesNorwalk and NoVa, both suburban- projects, em-

,phasiied the use of technology. The Norwalk
-closed-circuit TV system reached- into -some 350

elaSsrooms. with sixty local productions during
1969 alone. Ail- instructional- materials center,- Of_
:which the TV system was -a part, had six full=time

Staff Members and housed, in addition to other
visual resources, some 9,000 audio-tapes.
Nova was one of the first to explore the-teSource

center idea, through which study_ carrels were
equipped -With dial- access audio -and visual -channels. AlSo, part of its efforts -were_experinients with

the storage and retrieval of printed information On
Microfilm, and-creation of-the visuals (slides-andoverhead- -trap_ spareneies) to support large- group
instruction.
As projects began to focus on approacheS to-individualization of instruction, the uses of technology began to shift. Large group instruction, inherent in- the design and necessary for the finandial
-justification of the more elaborate systems, seemed

antithetical to individualization. The use of the
closed-circuit TV systems, particularly at Nova,
dihfinished as individualization of instruction progressed. Instead of needing one source of,information for a class, a half dozen might be needed. To
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(e.g., telephone teaching)

mcet this problem, Meeker. Colorado, installed
multichannel audio systems in its classrooms.

been:-aecen tuated- by -the financial crisis now facing
schools: -In general, the -use of such equipment has
fallen off Markedly _within the projects.

The ties between :improved-Instructional capability-and-the use of technology-are-elusive. CSIP
projects -incorporated technological devices at a
-time when-they were-first=being adapted to education on a large-scale. A wide variety of hardware
was available, but_sOftware was scarce and of poor
quality. CSIP experience, therefore, cannot stand
as an adequate measure of the potential of technologyinstruetion, but it does clarify some of its prob
able purpoSeS. Within schools, closed=circuit TV,
tape and- filth -libraries, and- audio-visual- systems
-can:be used-either-1)- to purvey-more information
-more efficiently -to-mord- stUdents,. or 2) to stimu
late new modes of-learning. The evidence suggests
that the-new types -of- equipment are effective fOr
simple communications -where these are needed.
But to justify technological developments on

grounds of increased efficiency runs the risk of
merely following a fad, and CSIP experience sug,
gests that, because of the high cost of purchase and
maintenance, it is not a cost-effective approach.
Where equipment is used to encourage new kinds
of learning experiences, the quality of the software
becomes central. Films, tapes, and transparencies
Must be essentially related to carefully articulated
learning goals, and teachers must be prepared not

merely to use machines but to integrate them with
new types of classroom experience.
Grouping of StUdentSand-Utilization of Time
Once schOolS had made the decision to depart from
the habitual one- teacher /one -classrooni-for-55,
minutes format, they faced questions snahas: Ho*
will the students -be grouped?!When-and how -long
Will teacherS and students purStie each activity?
_ChatigeS in student logiSticS were generally Onfined to -the school campus and changes in the use
of- time -to the normal school day andlyear. The exceptions were Nova's 210-day school = terM, the
summer enrichment and remedial- iprogramS Of
Bennington and -the Southern- projects,-and the extended day- (Richmond) , where children could
come early or stay late to participate inlarge_group
activities, get special assistance, or simply take advantage of-wartn_thelter. These extensions_ of the
school day, generally limited to "dis-adV-antaged"
primary or preschool- children, were usually estab-

lished because mothers were working and the
schools could provide care for the children.
Sophistidated modular Scheduling made poSsible
by computer technology deVeloped during the early
years of CSIP arid provided a:naturaFfocus for -experiments in scheduling. Again, CSIP projects were
_the Clients, notithe_desigfiets, who_Were-univettitybaSe&Stanford University's scheduling sySteni Was:USed by a few -such projects -in the West while those
east of _the Mississippi tended-to work with a simi-

lar scheme developed at MIT.
Other efforts in use of time and student grouping
-included use of double Orldnger class periods and

rotating schedules. Durham's Southside Demonstration School (elementary) "personalized" the
Use of time by scheduling student activities accord-

ing to children's ability to be responsible for their
own actions. The Clayton (N=C.) Elementary
School, where the "open school" concept is being
implemented, and John Marshall High School in
Portland, Oregon, offer other exampleS of flexible

programs that-are-still-in operation. The degree of
flexibility (smaller student groups, more teacher
-planning time), in a modular schedule,-however, is
almost directly- related io_ the _percentage of free
time during the day_ allotted-to independent study.
Without exception, queStions Of student autonomyand diseipline- Were:raiSed by -gfatiting free-time,
This, along with the perceived erosion of- academic
standards, reSultedln pressure from the communities as-well as from- within schools to revert to more
traditional-patterns-of organization: A few-Schools
have maintained modular scheduling -but modified
their practices -to meet the complaints; however,
more than_-half have for -one reason -or another
abandoned -the original- plait- In some cases- -(e.g.,
Nova) was droppedin
ifavorof other approaches
to- individualizing instruction, e.g.-, "Learning Activity Packages "; other- schools, however, simply
reverted- to more traditional operations.
It is possible:that-some:teachers who were un=
comfortable with the practices of teaming; new pat-

terns of scheduling, and flexible grouping saw a
way -out through "individualized instruction." In
such cases, they would return to the self-contained
classroom, _perhaps -with some flexible -grouping
withinithe four walls, but__More than likely that
Would fade _also.

Unlike many of the other changes, innovations in
scheduling tended = -=to- affect all ir nearly all -staff
Members and therefore met with greater problems.
Furthermore, -the expectations of the community
and, in fact, certain regulations, required that chil-

dren be out of- sight and confined to the school
building during school hours.
Arrangements and Use of Space
Numerous efforts were made to rearrange learning
spaces within traditional school buildings and to
alter uses of conventional school facilities. With
few exceptions (i.e., Nova, two Newton schools,
Bennington), the activities of CSIP were carried
out in traditional "egg crate-type" school buildings.
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Projects which had the greatest influence on other
traditional -school buildings had been- creative in
their own remodeling efforts. Closets were made
into study cartels,_doors Were cut through walls
between :rooms to- -allow for easier -student and
teacher movement; in some caies walls Were reMoVed,' hallWays-became ,learning areas lot small
groupS, courtyards-were enclosed -andiutilized for
large- group leaching- areas, old gymnasiums became huge learning_ labOratories, and -§eating arrangements within lassroomS took different
shapes.
In the Southern projects, a few additional uses
for school= facilities emerged. Preschools Were established either in vacant classrooms orin temporary buildingi brotight on to the school property.
Parent lounges provided a place for- ghetto parents
to meet and to find- out about- school- activities.
Other special-purpose space was provided= for a
c_

science center- (Nashville) and reading clinics
(Pittsburgh). Norwalk establiShed one-,Center for
vocational arts and another for foreign language
students.
During the ten-year-period of CSIP, even though

grant funds were not used for facilities as such,
participating districts constructed many new

most of which indicated thetneed'for more
flexibility. Even within this relatiVely short time_
span, coniiderable evOlution took-plade, with new
school designs providing different-sized spaces for
independent study, small groupS, and large. grOUps.
But such arrangements carried their own

ity, and toward the end of the decade the emphasis

on fewer interior walls had resulted in the large
"open" spaces being popular with children, resisted by the teacher, and generally misunderstood
by, parents. Certainly not all Of this influence on

building design can be attributed to CSIP; how-
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ever, in many cases, direct relationships can be established, e.g., the "Tower of Learning" in Idaho
Springs (Colorado), eight new "open space"
schools in Ft. Lauderdale (Florida), Horace Mann

and Burr schools in Newton (Massachusetts) , and
Foxrun school in.Norwalk (Connecticut) .
Even such minor changes in the educational system -as new-approaches to--space- utilization often
caused_problerns: Custodians complained that -the
additional _cabinets, equipment, and -lack -of- uni=
formity in- seating :arrangements made cleaning
-mote difficult. The community and ±Some -teachers=
often- interpreted -the clutter= and
noise.
resulting from learning in large open spaces as lack,
-of discipline: Above all,:however,_the CSIP experi-

ence- demonstrated that- physical fatilitieS do _not
necessarily dictate the type- of instructional progrant: Very creative programs did occur in the most

traditional settings, and very conventional _pro,
grams could be found in modern-facilities.

EMPHASIS ON TEACHER DEVELOPMENT
Despite the multiplicity of program objectives, the
Comprehensive School Improvement Program was
first and foremost a teacher-development effort. In
all the projects, the teacher was seen as the key to
school improvement. The,teacher's skill and attitude were identified as the central factors in moving a school beyond the status quo.
CSIP turned out to be one of the more massive
and significant postwar teacher in-service effort&
although not specifically designed for this purpose.
It took place in the classroom or in workshops di=

-rectly related to the classroom. New teaching
methodologies, new materials, and new organization provided a pragmatic, experience-oriented ed,
ucation program that, while in certain cases short
on theory, was realistically geared to the perceived
interests and needs of teachers in the classrooms.
The full import of this emerges when CSIP is
placed :It historical context. The Fund for the Advancement of Education's Decade otExperiment
had emphasized that U.S. education problems related to both quantity and quality. The chapter on

"Efficient Use of Teachers' Time and Talent"
called for new methodologies as a means of offset-

ting the alarming teacher shortage. The current
oversupply_ of teachers, however, tends to obscure_
the-role played by the Ford _Foundation-and_ the
Fund in:filling -the:prolonged- teacher--shortage -of
the-fifties and-early SiXties._ Programs and experiments supported by_the-Foundatien encouraged the
professional izatiori_ofitheleadhing _role, which -led
to_ enhanced :job :StatuS and=a -higher -number= and

caliber of applicants. Ironically,ethis_same proles,sionalization-has_entrenehed a power- structure that
frequently, th-:tigh not -always, blocks innovative
efforts.
SUMMARY
The CSIP interventions provide concrete -and Constructive_ information on the complexities of

change. InnoVations in staff utilization- clearly
emerge as the most successful-and most permanent,

since -changes in teacher behavior and_ attitude
could-be effected within a school or inside anew
classrooms -with a minimum of disruption,- and
often_ without the comunity's full awareness.
The_introductiOn Of new- curriculuni materials

and,- new technologies produced changessome
laSting-and some temporary. Where_packaged-ctirrictila are accompanied by systefitatic teacher training; as- in mathematics and science, they tend = to
continue. Where-they are -locally-produced,- orfrekitire substantial- changes= faculty,behaVitir, they
tend -to -be- discontinued: Both _new curricula andequipment have profound implications for learning

styles and classroom behavior. Without systematic

teacher preparation, however, usage tends to be
superfiCial. sporadic, and ephemeral; ignoring the
potential for significant improvement in the teach,
ing-leartiing process.
InnOvations relating to the use of time (such as
flexible seheduling): and to student groupings have
also- disappeared' from Several of the- projects._
These, too,, demand different teaching_ behavior,
and they impinge more dircatlythan other-changes
On iiitra- and- extraischool relations: Modular
scheduling and independent study, for example,
create an atmosphere that challenges the notions of
order, discipline; and learning- traditionally associated `with schools. As students A:)1 any age are
given more freedom to talk, -to -move, -and-to decide where, when, how, and what to study, parents,
community, and even _teaCherS become apprehensive that the Culture is being eroded.
Changes of fundaMental order demand understanding and support. Staff, students, parents, and
community must be part of a- long -range process
that prePares the way for serious rethinking about
sehool functions. Despite the current popularity of
"open campur progrants,-the.pattorn of retrenchment- from'innovationS in timing and grouping,
CharaCteristic of_tho feW_ CSIPtprojects- that-tried
theM, exposes, in a ,concrete way, fundamental
issues in the relations between a school and a Cotiimunity and; in a theoretical way, the role of :Chools
in a society.
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III. change strategies: lessons
tor funding sources
Along with the CSIP shift froM small experimental

grants to Oldie-class school systems, and later to
large-grants ter compensatory educatiomprograms
in urban school _systems in the mid-1960s, 'the
Foundation's relatiOnShip to the individual projects
also changed Markedly. Before 1965, most of the

controversial- Thus, though it may appear para-

equality of opportunity in Anwrica's educational
system and increasing activism on the part of eivil
rights gtoups inade-it clear that entirely different
gpeS _Of educational change would be neeessary
and-that these would further inctease the levels Of
conflict and the need- for planning findoordination. Comthunity contrOl was not:yet part of the

doxical,_ the Foundation was _still able to support
changes- while playing a-relatively passive tole- In
mioSt cases,-school officials requested and,Founda,
tion Officials responded. in the Foundation,-overall

Vocabulary. but it was on the minds of those in the
coMmuniti ghettos.
Finally, an
had begun,
raising profound questions about the outcoMe of

educational policy guidelines were determined;
applications were processed- and rejected or accepted; occasional site visits were made to check
on-the execution of projects; atid grant recipients

simply funding projects would no longer be enough

proposals were coming -fro_ M school ,SysteMs that
generally agreed _np-On the -need_for .experimenta;

tion; and the projects themselves, while-they-created a few local conflicts, Were not highly Visible or

suminarized: their -progress in annual reports: The
Foundation and much of -the-nation still held -the
attitudes of the 1950s: innovation was tegar-ded-as
stylish and even as an end in itself rather than asib
means to a more crucial overhaul. The schools and
the Foundation- diSplayed little urgency about
Whether the undertaking actually- addressed- the

toot problems facing American education, and
even less concern-about whether the projects -related to the larger underlyingisocial and politieal
problems of the- nation.
By the -mid,1960S, however, several= developments foreshadowed basic changes in CSIP.
First, the "Oomprehensiva" approach to educational innovations required more Foundation coordination than the piecemeal innovative approach
of: the fifties. Information and ideas needed to be
shared among the projects.

Second, when the plan to develop a "critical
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orous efforts were necessary if particular aspects of
the projects were to survive local bureaucratic and
political problemS.
Thitd, increasing awareness -or the extent of in-

Mass" of innovations that would really overcome
the inertia of schcasystems began to do just that,
it also began to generate conflict among the groups
:affected. Careful Foundation timing and more vig-

all those projects. It was-becoming obvious that
and that better ways would have to be developed
to monitor their impact as well.
In _surf', a heightened sense of Foundation re,
spotisibility developed along with an increasing
awareness that Foundation-sponsored:educational
changes could not be implemented in isolation
from broader social probleths and conflicts. Clearly, more fundamental; more effective, and possibly
more controversial programs had to be pursued. As
part of its efforts to meet these new Oonditions, the
Foundation apPointed a ft-ill-time "circuit -rider"
Who was responsible for _improving cominiiicadon's among the projects and between them mid the
Foundation. Thus the Foundation's relatively naive
laissez,faire position of the early 1960s was- trans-

formed into one of active partnership in change.
The Foundation staff, far from unified on the best
strategy on substance of change, generally remained
nondirective with the projects, attempting to serve

as resource personnel and not as absentee directors. But much More attention was paid to how
the objectives of the projects were being pursued
and whether or not they were attained. Foundation
staff members became more critical of the Foundation's and, indeed, each other's initiative.

This-new:style of active yet still distant_participatiOn on the part of the FOundation did notialways,go smoothly. In some cases it was difficult, in
Others iinpossible,_to develop candid working
tionships _with grant recipients;ThchabitS oleither
changing projects arbittarily:to meet new Foundation ideas, or glossing over difficulties in implementatiort_and evaluation, lingered: -in =most instances,
cooperative -relations developed-over tithe_ In One
City, 'however, serious problems arose -from weak
project-University relations, the use of -funds to substitute for_local expenditures rather than to supple-mentithem, and'evidetice_of a poor fiscal manage-Merit-and reporting syStem. The Foundation had -to
-Chooseibetween terminating the grant-or_ interven±

ing'heavily to-redefine the goals and structure of
the._ project in -mid-teim, and-the latter course was
taken:
Thus it became increasingly apparent later in
the dedade that the Foundation had to contribute
more:to educational- change than money. More attentionhad to be paid to the ways in-which projects
-werei-donceived, organized, and operated, but in
the-rush of day-to-day affairs little time was spent
analyzing the relative effectiveness of various innovative patterns.
INNOVATIONS: IMPLEMENTATION
AND- MAINTENANCE

Discussed below are the various factors that had
an impact on the management and outcome of the
projects: the governing structures. operational
placement of the projects, selection of the project
participants, implementation techniques, project
leadership, mobilization of additional resources,

community size, grant size, and the timing of
grants.
Governing Structures
Local: District Organization. The simplest organizational structure placed authority for the project
within -a single school system, making the local

board of education- the responsible fiscal- agent
(Milton, Brentwood, Englewood, Newton, Norwalk, Pittsbiggh, Nova, University City, Richmond, and Huntsville). In Huntsville, for exam-

ple, the: project became a distinct department
called Early Childhood Education. It was anSwerable first to the assistant superintendent for instruction, then to:the superintendent, and finally to the
school board. In Pittsbtirgh. the assistant- superintendent for curriculum and instruction was responsible; In Newtcin, an alternative department of curriculum and instruction was designed to compete
with the existing department working in thc same

areas. Norwalk established an office of special
projects, which was responsible first for CSIP and
later for federal grants.
The tendency under such arrangements was for
local boards to be highly involved in the proposal
preparation stage but for their interest to fade once

the original grants were received. In most instances, too much distance developed between the
projects and the local boards, so that the projects
provided little guidance to other segments of the

school system. For the most part, they were incapable of displacing the more peripheral and antiquated organizational structures. School and classroom innovation did not seem to require much experimentation with how boards and administrative
officers supported teachers and principals whose
jobs might be jeopardized. Since the Foundation

grants contributed little toward solving the economic criseseven then apparent to boards and
administratorsthe projects were unable to create
major organizational changes that required continuing school board interest in their progress and
success.

Other Single-Agency Arrangements. The grant
for the Alaska Rural School Project was given to
the University of Alaska's College of Behavioral
Sciences with the governing board of the university
serving as the responsible body. An Advisory Committee was appointed, including representatives of
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the State Department of Educat;on, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and the Colleg. of Behavioral Sciences: later =the= state assumed responsibility for
funding the project. In Oregon, the grant was made
directly to the State Board of Education.

In North Carolina, a grant came to the State
Board of- Education through an independent -development agency funded by govenunent and foundations, the North Carolina Fund, dividing responsibility for the project between these two organiza-

tions. In addition, 228 separate North Carolina
school districts were engaged in the program so
that a certain amount of the responsibility- was
shared with local school boards. This was further
complicated since the State Department of Education, which was largely responsible for the actual
implementation of the grant, was directed by an

stitutions could not develop the necessary resources
without outside aid. And almost as clearly, leaders
of the white institutions, though they professed in-

terest in the projects, and were also interested in

being known as educational innovators, often

elected official. the North Carolina Superintendent
of Public Instruction.
Confederations. Each of the Southern projects,

lacked vigorous commitment to the goal of equality of educational opportunity.

with the exception of Huntsville, had governing

Santa Barbara, involved a mix of educational agencies, including universities and colleges as well as
both private and public schools. In both instances,
a project office was created for the CSIP program.
The policy boards for both projects were large. The

strucmcs similar to one another's. All were formed
through the Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools. The projects were operated by policy
boards, including representatives of all-white colleges and universities, traditionally black colleges
(where involved). and the public schools. All the
parties were engaged in the supervision of the projects. and their leaders. presidents. dca ns, and super-

intendents served on the policy boards. In all
cases, the fiscal agent for the project was the white
college or university, and thus both imputed and
real power tended to concentrate at these institutions. A variety of factors led to the Foundation's
decision to give Southern white universities financial responsibility for the projects even though the
projects were intended to help blacks. It was partly
a matter of dealing with the existing political and
This project should not be confused with the Durham
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organizational realities. A grant of $12 million to
the black institutions during the mid-1960s would
have alienated even some moderate*white leaders.
The low prestige of many of the black colleges (at
least among whites) might have reduced the willingness of public school systems and the white universities to cooperate. And there were- naturally
more resources available at the white institutions
for the administration of the projects. But the decision was also partly out of habit, and partly a judgment of which organization seemed to hold the
power of educational change. Clearly, the black in-

project, which is discussed later under Southern Education Improvement Program page 30.

Two other projects, those in Bennington and

Bennington Cooperative Project for Curriculum
Development originally had a fifty-member board,

including project personnel along with school
board members, faculty, lay public, principals,
superintendents, and deans of colleges of education. The board for the Santa Barbara Center for
Coordinated Education included representatives of
fifteen agencies, including superintendents, the
chancellor of the University of California at Santa
Barbara. the dean of the school of cducation, principals from the public schools, and headmasters
from private schools.

Regional Effort. The Western States Small
Schools Project was governed by the five chief state
school officers, with the project coordinator directly responsible to this group. These five policy board

members had responsibilities to both the project

and their respective state boards of education. In
addition, more than 100 local school boards shared
the responsibility because their- districts parti:ipated.
Although there were several variations in terms
of organizational design, the projects fell into two
basic: categories: those- located within an existing
educational organization and using the lay school
board as the responsible policy-making body; and
those located outside of existing educational organizations and having policy boards comprised of the
chief executive officers of the participating agencies.

Each approach had its own weaknesses. Lay
boards of education tended to be too distant from
the projects to facilitate close cooperation among
project directors, assistant superintendents, super-

intendents, and the board itself. Preoccupation
with operating details concerning

overall school

system, and lack of experience with making and
implementing serious, long-term policy decisions.

restricted the constructive roles of the school
boards. In several cases, superintendents were the
chief agents and intentionally or unintentionally
isolated their school boards from the projects. In
addition, few boards had the foresight to arrange
regular communications between themselves and
the project directors. However, at the same time
that these boards were too distant to support the
actual projects effectively, they also remained just
close enough to the projects to confuse the lines of
authority and to limit the autonomy of both line
administrators and project directors. Finally, and
possibly most significant, there is little real evidence that the boards truly believed that the proposed innovations would solve their problems.
T_ hc newly created policy boards had some similar problems. While the use of chief administrators
noticeably improved communications among the
interested parties, it led to an even greater competi-

tion for the time and interest of board members.
The largest boards, such as those in Bennington
and Santa Barbara, were seldom able to meet in full

membership, much less to function effectively. In
addition, the inclusion of administrators on these
boards meant that executives were being asked to
step into new policy- making -roles that are not easily assumed.

Further, these newly- created coalition policy
boards often lacked "political clout" in- the = local
context in which innovations were being attempted.
In contrast, local' school boards had more knowledge and understanding of existing bureaucracies,
though at times this political proximity hindered
rather than encouraged change efforts. Still another
problem for the new boards was that the "federations" were often artificially created. For- instance,

among the participants in the Southern projects,
there -were "forced" institutional relationships,
varying levels of commitment, and disagreements
as to what should be done.
Finally, while the Foundation's and grantees' attention to policy structure of projects was necessary, there is scant evidence that continuation of
worthwhile programs or their abandonment is related to one or the other patterns of governance.
However, two major principles derive from the
experiments with both organizational modelsthe
single-agency school board and the coalition policy
board of key administrators. Interest in a project,

and commitment to its objectives, was highest
either just before the grants were made or within
one or two years after. The larger the grant in proportion to the funds of the receiving agency, and
the less competition there was from other special
projects and grants, the higher the commitment.
(Indeed, the $3.5 million grant to the Oregon State

Department of Education not only drew great
board interest but also increased the board's influence with both the public school systems and the
colleges and universities.) Thus, innovative grants
arc subject to a "honeymoon" phenomenon similar
to that found in political life. The implication is

that foundations and other grantmakcrs should
plan more carefully at the outset and maximize
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their impact while interest and_ commitment- are
high. The desire of recipients to obtain-funds might
encourage them to agree to tbore-significant innovations, and, in those instances where the-financial
incentive was not enough- to obtain -Such agreement, assistance agenCies -Might well be warned
-away:from a situationiwhere_onlyithe most limited
changes are :likely succeed: SUch-amove would

he a marked change from current practices in
Which assistance agencies often compromise their
initial standards and goals to gain a recipient'S acceptance of minor innovations, hoping that strong
relations will-build over time and that significant
changes will occur in the long run. This assumes
that assistance agencies have a responsibility and

the wisdom to set standards on how their funds
should be used . . . a point of -highest importance
for_ those seeking to use external funding as an incentive for educational improvement and equality
of opportunity.
The possibility of invoking such new grant-making policies raises two grave problems for the funding:sources. First, it would be necessary to have
clearer ideas of what constitutes significant and
worthwhile educational change. Second, the nation's highly bureaucratized urban school systems

which may need changing the most might be
isolated from assistance programs because of consistent unwillingness to design projects intended to
produce major changes. In short, the CSIP experience tells us little of how to make and oversee local
policy decisions on how to spend grant funds.

the experience with each of the structures proVides
useful guidance for similar effortS in the future,
Independent Subsystems. In general these were

designed as "lighthouse" projects7--to show the
way for others. The Nova project, which was beth
organizationally and physically separate from- the
remainder of=the school system, is--the clearest example of this type. The project had its own campus
on an abandoned airfield. All the Foundation-grant

and staff resources were concentrated in this one
campus, along with substantial federal fundS, mak-

ing it the experimental setting for the district. It
was estimated that at one point 6 0 pet cent of the
teachers in the Nova elementary and high schools
had extra Foundation or federal money with which
to work.

Two other CSIP subsysteni projectsthose in
Durham and New Orleanshad more modified
levels of autonomy. The Durham project took place

largely within the city's existing South Side Laboratory School; and the New Orleans project was

concentrated in two adjacent black elementary
schools; Phillips and Nelson. In both cities, the
project director was given substantial authority in
working with teachers on content and process of
education in the subsystem.
Projects Dispersed Throughout the System. University City, Englewood, and Milton exemplify the
second pattern of organizational structure. Innovative efforts were dispersed throughout the system,
"infecting" the schools with new ideas wherever
conditions were favorable. Milton and University

City, in particular, had a high degree of staff
Operational Placement of the Projects
The structures developed to implement the projects
in participating school systems fell into three major
categories: the independent subsystem; a dispersal
of project activities throughout entire school systems; and a focus on special populations within
particular segments of entire school systems. These

structures developed more as a function of the
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goals of the particular projects than by design, but

involvement, with nearly all the teachers helping to
define critical needs, determining the innovations
that might best meet those needs, and then encour-

aging involvement in those innovations. Englewood achieved about the same degree of teacher
involvement through an administrative decision to
organize one sixth-grade school for the entire district and to introduce team teaching in the rest of
the schools. Racial integration was the catalyst.

Projects Directed at Special Populations: A few
projects, =but repreSenting by far the !attest outlay
Of gtant funds, focused on compensatory education
for disadvantaged students, i.e., Huntsville, NashVille, _Richiliond, and- segments of the Pittsburgh
grant. _Project activities were generally :limited toSchools -primarily=serving disadVaritaged- students:
The aim; through massive- new- services and triate-tials, was to ithproveiStudent performance htit not

necessarily to introduce innovations that might
produce significant structural; organizational; or
attitudinal changes on the part of- the school staff.
Implications of Operating Structures. The Subsystem structure seems most successful in- developing and implementing a series of simultaneous
innovations. The Nova subsystem with its orgatkational autonomy, exceptional amounts of outside
funding, and- teachers and students who- partici-

pated voluntarily, was freest to pursue its major
objectives. The students were accepted only by application, were required to pay for their own trailspottation and to attend a longer school year, which
meant that the project had both a receptive student
population and a parental constituency sympathetic
to new educational approaches.

Nova and the modified subsystem in Durham
and New Orleans were intended to be "lighthouse"
guides to educational change. The assumption was

that administrators and leading teachers in the
larger systems would visit the subsystems, analyze
them, and then return to their own schools to implement similar innovations. This subsystem approach to encouraging innovation had only slight
impact on the main school systems, however. Broward County adopted a few architectural and pro-

grammatic ideas developed at the Nova Project,
and few practices of the Durham EIP were also
implementt:d in selected schools throughout the
System. But there certainly was no major transfer
of specific innovations, and even less transfer of a
spirit of innovation, from the subsystems to the
parent systems.

There appears to be an-"umbra phenomenon"
that prevents those close to the "lighthouse" from
being clearly guided by it. The sources of -this phenomenon, furthermore,_lie within the subsystems
Well as the latget- systeins. Employees in the
larger systemt,are Often threatened by the poSsibil7
ity _of 'Changed =job destriptions and - educational
_

pro-grams. _They,often find it difficult to admit that

others within the- system are innovating successfully when they ate notAnd they generally react
negatively to being left out of both the recognition
and the funding that come along with foundation
grants -and special_projects. At the same time, personnel within subsystemS often adopt "superior"
attitudes. They are-possessive about their projects,
and rot reasons not entirely under their control

they tend to alienate colleagues in the parent
system.
An additional problem posed by subsystems was

pointed up by the experience in Brentwood where
an experimental program in social studies was established outside the regular school system. The
project became a special target for public dissatisfaction, partly because many people found it easier
to attack than the regular school system, which had
the benefit of long-term legitimacy to protect it.
The most interesting positive consequence of
subsystems has so far gone unobserved, however.
Most critics have judged such systems merely on
the basis of their impact, or lack of impact, on the
larger systems of which they are a part. But, in fact,
if subsystems can develop successful new educational programs in their special experimental environments, they also can find larger school systems
that are willing to follow their lead. The CSIP subsystems attracted a considerable amount of on-thespot attention from educators from more distant
systems, and a 'significant number of the subsystem

ideas were then adopted or adapted by other
schools. It appears that, up to a certain point, the
farther a school system is from the "lighthouse,"
the more visible, credible, and helpful itbecomes.
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This suggests that a- network of subsystems:around

the country could:have. major impact -on- a wide
range of-school- systeins- acrOts the country. However, since-the principar"payoff".in change teenisto occur at a distatieeltoni thelighthoute," sources
Of experiniatal funds- -would necessarily 'be external.- Who these days:Will _spend:pitch:kis -16Cal

money -to facilitate significant improverhent 5001,000 miles away?
On the other side, projects that were- dispersed
throughout the entire school system often did-diffuse the innovations within the system more readily
than the subsystems. This was partly- dde _to -the
nature of dispersion itself: The jealousies and antagonistic coMpetitiveness engendered:by the -subsystems were avoided by this method. Alto, dispersed projects were more effective in spreading
changes because their objectives generally were
less threatening to existing job structures and cur-

ricula. In general, these projects attempted less
comprehensive changet than the "lighthouse" or
"pilot" schoolt, and the limited nature of therinnovations themselves seemed to be a key factor in
their acceptability locally. In short, the effectiveness of dispersed projects, where the principal objective is local change, seems clearly superior to
-the subsystem model.
Furthermore, although projects that were spread
throughout school systems did not receive wide
publicity, visitors from other school systems found
such projects to be more realistic than the subsystem projects, and therefore were inclined to adopt
limited, but nevertheless new, ideas. While seemingly obvious, the point must be that individual
teachers, principals, and school groups, regardlets
of their motives for changing, could feel in control
where limited projects were observed. Subsystems

require total commitment and a higher level of
risk taking.
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The third type of operational structuresthose
in which projects were aimed at special populationsgenerally involved adding personnel, equip-

ment, and curriculum materials, often quite similar
to,resources_already in-these systems: These projects were largely_ to provide more of_ the- same,
rather- than-innovative educational-programs, and
therefore dicrnot confront the tame _probleins_ that
faced those projects, attempting educational innovations. Unfortiniately,:their efforts -to suppleMent
educational services to ditadvantaged children gen,
erally had =-little impact -on -other segments- 61-thesame system-of on- outside systems. This was trite
partly because the compensatory programs_ were
prohibitively expensive for most schools, and part,
ly beCaute the results -of the compensatory efforts

themselvet were quite mixed in- some cases and
negative in others. Ih truth, the project-addressed toa "target_population'''could not -have beeti an effec,
tive strategy for change-of the system. Its assumption was-that something was wrong with the Popu,

lationnot with the systeth.
Selection of the Project Participants
A wide range of procedures was used to determine
which teachers and students would participate in
the CSIP projects. The most automatic approach
was used in some of the projects focusing on com-

pensatory educationAtlanta, Huntsville, and
Richmond. Teachers and students in one of the
target schools or areas were, ipso facto, part of the
project. In some of these instances, staff requested

transfers because their own practices and values
were too different from those of the projects. At the

opposite extreme was the Nova project. As noted
on page 31, both the teachers and students in this
project were volunteers. Although most of the projects used procedures falling between these two
models, the extreme cases were useful in pointing
up a strategic question facing change agents.
The rationale for the Nova approach assumes
that "to initiate a new program, one must have the
deck stacked in his favor; only interested, dedicated, creative participants should be included in
project efforts." The alternate modelthe one that

imposes --the project on a relatiVely unselected
group of iparticipants--Lis baSed on the-undedying
assumption that "an innovatiOni_to have any Credi,
bility, must -be_ capable _Of ithplementation by an
average cross-section-of=partiaipantsr." Both models
have- their- particular strengths and- -*eakneSseS,
atd,ekPeritents should:_geherally be attempted in

schedule, it also meant that such-efforts were continually seen as additions- to -normal job_ assign-Monts. -Without released time_and' without- special
credit or other credentialing recognition for_ partici,
pation, -enthusiasm- tended- to wane after _project
fUnditig,deaSed._Althongh this technique cannot be
eqtia-ted entirely with voluntarism --many -teach-

both-"Seldet"-andi"normarenvironments;

-ers werezp-a i d =for_ their_ added effort S==it operates

Among the- projects uwas -one additional-experimental -model- for -selecting :project participants.
Funds granted_to Newton and- Pittsburgh were used
to create-and_finance miniature foundations at -the
local Scheol-syStem leVel. Teachers_Were_ asked to

On the- saMeiprineiple:_or has _the-same effect as
"moonlighting " = -i.e., the regular job -comes first,
and- the spare -time project, the workshop, or -the
dlassroom_visit are an energy-draining nuisance or,
at best, arsource_of =added income. In neither case

sUbitit their own project propoSals._ Substantial

does the school_ system Or other project element
_Signal _that the project is as important as business
as usual.

_

numbers Of -teacherslYarticipated in the application
stage Of- th-elprogram, but there were frequent_ am-

biguities and misunderstandings about the objectives and, guidelines for the proposals, and there
were necessarily many more rejections than grant
approvals. Thus,- numerous disappointments and
faculty conflicts arose, and many of the probleths
that generally- accompany change efforts.were exacerbated-I-fere again neither strategy for participant selection seems more effective. It is entirely
possible:that innovative efforts might be attempted
with a natural (unselected) sample of participants,
or that _projects dispersed throughout systems
might confine themselves to teachers and students
who participate voluntarily.
Implementation Techniques

The basic approaches to introducing and implementing teaching changes were similar, regardless

of the operational structure (subsystem or dispersal) or method of selecting the project participants. The primary tool was the "how-to-do-it"
lesson, provided to teachers either by having them
visit other projects, attend workshops, or hear from
specialized consultants. For the most part, these
events took place after school, on weekends, or
during summer vacations. Although this arrangement avoided interruptions of the regular school

Project Leadership
No matter what the governing structure of the proj-

ects, by far the greatest responsibility (for their
design, implementation, maintenance, and improvement) lay with the project directors. As
noted earlier, this occurred largely because the governing boards were intended to make policy rather

than handle operational matters, and partly because the laymen or specialized administrators on
the boards had little experience with policymaking
so that some of this work also devolved upon the
directors. Thus, the success or failure of a project
probably was determined more by the performance
and continued service of the project director than
by any other single factor.
This high dependence of the projects on individual leaders was compounded by high turnover,
a serious problem faced by all change agents. Of
the twenty-five projects, only four had the same
director throughout the period of Foundation funding. When directors changed, so did basic interests

and capabilities. Existing priorities were abandoned or neglected, new ones were established, and
resources had to be devoted to gearing-up again and

resolving the uncertainties that accompany that
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:Process. Ina few instances, the replacement of directors led to project -improvements, but- in most
the- effect was-detrimental. Another aspect- of_ thiS
-problein is that-some project direciorSieft in anticipation of the scheduled cessation-of- outside funding, sensing an impending decline in locaLsiipport
for the-project-. Naturally,- their -resignations tended
to create self-fillfilling Prophecies,_With.the diStriets
allowing_the projects to atrophy rather than searching-for new directors-to keep= them running with

-In general, during the decade of the 1960s, grant
recipients had- more autonomy and responsibility
-in= the selection of project directors than they had
during the 1950s. Many -of the earlier project grants
,went -to agencies known to the Foundation and the
Fund, and individuals -known to Foundation off-vials received many of the project leadership posi-

lions. By contrast, in later grant negotiations,
Major emphasis was placed on evaluating the proj-

ect proposal and less on the people who would
lead the project. While this meant that project
directors were selected some time after the grant
was made and generally were acceptable to the
most directly related local groups, it also seems
to have produced higher turnover and occasional
problems of liMited leadership capacity. On the
other hand, there was a distinct tendency in most
cases for the director who was present at the creation to remain faithful to the project and to the
understandings expressed when the Foundation
and the grantee were negotiating. Also, projects
developed faster than experienced leaders could
be found. But the most serious leadership problems may have been a function of the complex
and controversial nature of many of the CSIP
projects.
More fundamental than all of these may be the
emphasis that America's social value system places
on mobility. The irony is that this value system is so
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strong that it overshadows concern for the longterm maintenance and improvement of innovative

projects. Most of the project directors simply went
on to bigger and better jobs, as a restilt not only of
their own capabilities but also of the expertise they
developed in managing -the projects, and the visibility that adcoMpanieS Such positions.
The effectS- of thiS. turnover might not have been
so serious if methods-had been available for selecting -new directors similar to -those who were leaving, Or if new directors could have been choSen
who were particularly capable in special phases of
projects.
Thus, two iMportant implications derive from
the experience with CSIP project directors. First,
foundations and other funding sources should consider efforts to modify the prevailing high mobility
value system and to provide incentives for more

leaders to remain with their change efforts until
these are implemented and firmly established. Naturally, no creative leader should be coerced into
remaining, but there are a variety of positive incentives that might encourage such leaders to stay.
Second, as a means of capitalizing on possibly inevitable turnover, more attention should be paid
when planning a project to the different leadership

characteristics that are required during different
stages of innovative efforts. Ideally, turnover
should occur at a natural breaking point. New
leaders should be chosen who are especially apt at
pursuing the existing objectives rather than exclusively creating their own new objectives, thereby
possibly canceling out the efforts of their immediate
predecessors.
Mobilization of Additional Resources

The CSIP funding strategy was quite farsighted
conceptually in one waythe recognition that a
project, no matter how well conceived, funded, and
led, could not prevail without the commitment of

others besides the Ford Foundation and the local
project.

Thus, during the 1960s, significant secondary
objectives of the CSIP project included the mobil-

ization of additional resources for project recipients and the development of alternate financing
methods for experimental innovations. As might be
expected,_ additional wisdom was more difficult to
mobiliie than additional money.
U.qhg the UnNersities. One of the primary ob-

jectives of the CSIP, from the Foundation'S perspective, was to bring the universities and _the
schools into closer working relations. Several of the
projects were designed specifically to develop uni-

versitjt-school collaboration. TO a limited extent,
these efforts were effective. Personnel from the universities -and schools experimented_ with -new types
of interactions; some university staff were exposed
to the day-to-day problems of teachers and- admin-

istrators; the notion that teachers have much to
contribute to the design of college teacher education- programs gained credibility; and it became
clear that learning theories and new curricula must
be tested quite early in real-world classrooms if
they are to have general utility in the future. In one
way or another, these CSIP experiences later contributed to the design of federally funded programs
that either encourage or require collaboration between schools and universities.
While possible strategies for developing future
university-school relations thus became clarified, in
terms of the larger objectives of the CSIP projects,
the actual relations were quite unproductive. Their
failure was apparent despite the tendencies of both

universities and school systems to make it appear
that they were cooperating vigorously and successfully. School administrators tended to limit strictly
the role of university consultants while at the same
time gaining political and professional status by
publidizing their school system's use of the university's expertise. The universities, similarly, often
boasted of strong and improving "town-gown" relations, when in fact they did not exist.
"Working together" generally consisted of paid
university consultants providing occasional advice
or conducting research projects or evaluations. Uni-

versity schools of education absorbed little from
the experiences that led them to alter their teachertraining programs. One exception was the Alaska
Project; where a specific objective was that the uni-

versity explore alternative methods of recruiting
and training teachers for rural areas. In most other
projects, the few close working relations that did
develop were between individuals froni the universities and the schools, not between the institutions.
The institutions, as such, had little capacity for respecting and understanding one another.

One problem that was underestimatedand still
tends to bewas that the universities' knowledge
was not as useful or readily available as many had
hoped or expected. As in the fields of health, transportation, and housing, universities find it understandably difficult to take account of operational
and political realities in their suggestions for
change. Even disregarding their frequent lack of
understanding of operational problems, the universities often lacked defensible proposals for educa-

tional innovations. Their collective outlook is
toward long-term changes, which are of little use to
those attempting to implement specific shorter-term

programs. The question, however, is not competence so much as lack of kufficient commitment and
the general value system prevailing at universities.
Academic and financial credit goes to faculty members who publish research and promote new ideas,
rather than to those who demonstrate changes in
real-world settings. In addition, just as project directors feel a need to move on to larger projects, so
academics gain added status by increasing the number of their consulting commitments rather than by
maintaining fewer commitments and meeting them
better. Assistance agencies seeking to use university resources for change efforts should encourage
the development of incentive systems that will help
counteract these prevailing values, because- they
generally deter even university faculty members in
clined to work seriously for such change. Further-

more, it is probably best for all parties to accept
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that institutions cannot make commitments per se.
Institutions change as individuals or the society
cause it. Assistance agencies can seek institutional
support of individual effortssometimes of an allfaculty interest--but not even the shotgun (agency
money) can accomplish a marriage of institutions.

Encouraging Larger Programs. A second approach to mobilizing additional resources was to
encourage the search -for Other fundS from local,
state, and national sources. For CSIP, the not entirely coincidental development of federal programs would provide sizable additional funds for
school districts across the nation. The early objectives and experiences of CSIP had some influence
on the development of the federal Elementarand.
Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA). In particular', Title III of ESEA, which provides funds
for educational innovations, has striking similarities with CSIP. First, Title Ill was based on a similar model for developing widespread changesit
sought to fund "lighthouse" schools, which were
meant to demonstrate and then help disseminate
new educational ideas and programs. Second, Title
III includes the idea of "comprehensive" innovations, placing ". . . a stress on moving away from
piecemeal support of small-scale individual projects to large-scale 'model' institutions where concentrated resources could be brought together... ."
Third, there was a major overlap among the spe-

cific objectives of CSIP and ESEA, the latter
including "team teaching, computer-assisted instruction, flexible scheduling, quick retrieval of
educational materials, programmed learning for individual instruction... ." Finally, the operation of
Title III grants was similar in that project proposals were developed at the local level, submitted,
and selected on a competitive basis. Intermediary
funding agencies were eliminated, and the school
districts receiving Title III funds were related di36

rectly to special staff members in the Office of Education, and later in state education agencies.
On the other hand, in compensatory education,

as distinguished from innovation, the Foundation's

efforts occurred simultaneously with the federal
program embodied in Title I of ESEA. Only two of
CSIP's compensatory education grants (Richmond
and Nashville) were made prior to the passage of
ESEA, so in this-area CSIP had relatively little
formative influence on Title I.*
Attracting Other Funds -for CS1P Projects. The
majority of CSIP projects were able to obtain addi-

tional outside funding either from these federal
programs or private sources. Thirteen of the sixteen
single-district projects obtained Title III grants.
Most of these grants were for projects directly re-

lated to those originally funded by Ford, while
a few, particularly in the larger cities, were not.
Four of the five sbuthern projects plus Richmond
received grants under Project Follow Through, capturing one-third of such programs in those states.

In addition, the Western States Small Schools
Project has had two federally-funded programs.
The CSIP schools also tended to attract additional funds from other foundations, with five of
the projects being designated as I.D.E.A. (Kettering Foundation) Demonstration Centers. University City also obtained Danforth Foundation funds
for programs directed toward school improvement
for a community becoming racially integrated.
It is impossible to say what percentage of the
CSIP schools would have obtained federal funds or
other foundation funds if it had not been for the
CSIP program. However, three related effects of
the CSIP program are clear. First and most important, whether the specific objectives of the CSIP
projects were fulfilled or not, a new spirit of urgency and a desire for innovation were created in
segments of many of the participating school sysEd. note: As noted earlier, the Foundation's efforts in

northern cities' school systems were of a "compensatory"
nature through the Great CitiesGray Area projects. Although there are some parallels between the earlier Ford
and later Title 1 structures, no attempt was made through

the CS1P evaluation to trace other Foundationfederal
relationships.

tons, and with them a stronger inclination to apply
for other experimental funds. Second, the school
districts participating in CSIP developed the capability to design and write new project proposals.
And third, the federal governthent and other foundations found that their dollars could be spent with
More immediate effectiveness where school systems
had already undergone the initial stages of trying
to introduce innovations.

Community Size, Grant Size, and the
Timing of Grants

The CSIP experience points to three additional
variables that affected the implementation and outcomes of projects, and that to some extent are with-

in the control of foundations or other funding
sourcescommunity size, grant size, and timing.
Community Size. Perhaps the most obvious lessons from CSIP relate to the size of the community
or school system involved. Small rural school systems tended to have less organizational inertia; or,
put another way, strong leadership was capable of

significantly reducing inertia. The problems of
large bureaucracies and the open social conflicts
that plague the- cities were noticeably absent in
these school systems:

It was common, !however, for innovations in

establish a new stability that permits the innovations to be maintained. While this raises the danger
that change agents will become overly protective
of their innovations, even when such protection is
unwarranted, it also points up the need for experiments to be- maintained long enough to be fairly
tested. Continuing strong leadership, at either re-

gional or -state department of education levels,
might have made it possible to create a -new stability that would allow innovations to survive even
after their- initiating leaders had moved on.
Even though CSIP worked outside the nation's

largest cities, the innovative efforts in mediumsized city school systems confronted a very different set of problems from those in rural and
small-town systems. Conflicting community and
professional groups, problems of communications,

and basic disagreements over the functions of
schools tcnded to prevent the widespread implementation of innovations. Whereas in the small
school systems the innovations tended to come and
go, in the large systems they usually were not firmly
implanted in the first place. For example, the Pitts-

burgh Project's innovations generally did not extend to neighborhoods in the city other than those
directly participating.
In general, the most lasting applications of the

rural school systems to remain particularly depend-

CSIP innovations appeared in the middle-sized sub-

ent on individual leaders rather than to become
institutionally ingrained. Thus, when leaders left
these rural systemsand turnover was predictably
high in the smallest placesprograms tended to

urbs. This occurred partly because these school

deteriorate almost immediately. Some of the most
rapid implementation of new programs occurred in

rural areas, but so did the most rapid phase-out
once leadership changed. Charismatic and aggressive educational leaders prevailed temporarily; the
school traditionalists and the community did in the
long run.
This pattern suggests still another irony faced by
change agents. Once inertia is reduced so that innovations are implemented, it may be necessary to

systems were relatively wealthy and could afford to

continue some innovations, and partly because
their professional and parental constituencies were
generally more favorable toward change. But it also
developed because these systems were small
enough to avoid fatal standoff interest-group battles

and yet large enough to institutionalize changes,
so that they became more than the highly perishable projects of individual leaders.
Grant Size. The size of the CSIP grants. as noted
earlier, varied greatly, with the smaller grants clustering around $250,000 and the larger grants clustering around $3 million. There was no strong cor-
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relation between the size and duration of a project

and -its impact, but it is worth noting that the
smaller grants, on the average, provided- experiments that lasted as long as those sponsored by
larger grants.
The most helpful conclusion that derives from
an analysis of the various grant sizes is that projects
which =had $3 million to spend in relatively short
periods (four to five -years) generally had more
money than could be effectively spent within the

CSIP framework. By comparison, the smaller
grants were more productive in terms of the higher

quantity and quality of participation they engendered, the number of new practices implemented,
and the ultimate development of additional
projects.
Timing. The matter of optimal timing for foundation actions is crucial at two distinct leVels. First,

a key role of the foundation is to discover serious
social problems early and to work toward their solution. It is important that foundations and some
other assistance agencies attempt to be well ahead
of the present and the short-term future, especially
since numerous federal programs are developed to
deal with these periods. In addition, foundations

areor should beparticularly equipped to venture into controversial issues because of their relative political and financial autonomy.

As we have seen, the Foundation's 1949 and
1961 perceptions of educational and social problems were quite astute, but its programs were generally less farsighted. And even where there were
direct efforts to solve a newly discerned problem,
the Foundation's strategy was frustrated by a sub-

stantial timelagthe time it takes from preliminary discussions of a new avenue of activity or ap-

proach to a problem to approval and the start of
project implementation.

Second, after basic program objectives have
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been determined, foundations and other aid agencies must make major timing decisions in selecting
the particular groups and organizations to which

grants will be awarded. Each situation must be
assessed individually, since there is little precise in-

formation to assist in deciding when a group or
community is ready for a change effort. For instance, social and political change or conflict may
be helpful in preparing the way for major innovations that a properly timed grant can facilitate. Examples in CSIP of the importance of timing include

racial confrontation in Englewood, school district
reorganization in Colorado, and anticipated phasing-out of the Bureau of Indian Affairs' schools in
Alaska. On the other hand, there are times when
recent change and conflict create defensive reac-

tions or otherwise inhibit innovations. Several
communities that originally had CSIP planning
grants ultimately were not refunded because local
conflicts, involving racial integration in one instance, would not permit coordinated attempts at
innovation. Also, among the projects that were
funded, change was restricted by dysfunctional
power struggles (Bennington) and by discontinuities in leadership and personnel (Arizona State
Department of Education).
Thus, at times, change agents must attempt to
encourage innovations where conflicts and changes
have produced some new consensus on the need for
improvements. But they must also work more sys-

tematically to develop effective projects where
change is needed but conflict has not yet occurred.

Given the increased levels of conflict on many
fronts in recent years, the possibilities for orderly
change may actually be greater now than they were
during most of the last decade. Mass media portrayals of major conflicts, P :id the chaos and long-term

problems that often accompany major conflicts,
may have served to put a wide variety of interest
groups on notice that difficult, negotiated changes
are preferable to enraged confrontations and uncompromising efforts at radical change.
The schedule of project implementation is a cru-

cial factor that the Foundation neglected almost
entirely during the CSIP. It is clear from experi-

enccs in a variety of organizations that innovations
are more likely to be implemented if their overall
significance is conceptualized and conveyed to the
individuals who will be responsible for implementing them. And yet there were few attempts on the
part of the Foundation staff to ensure that school
board members, teachers, or community members
truly understood the background and intentions of
the CSIP program before implementation began.
This oversight was offset to some extent by the fact
that the grants ran for relatively long periods (three
to nine years), so that over a period of time some
larger understanding of the projects evolved.- But
there is strong evidence that thoughtful efforts to
develop a deeper understanding of the goals of the
projects would have created more willingness to
implement them, and also to maintain them after
outside financial support ended.

The point is not only when to educate project
participants to the importance of innovations they
are expected to implement, however. It is also a
matter of the extent to which a variety of groups
participate in the early stages of defining problems
and developing innovative solutions.
To a large extent, the Foundation has moved in
this direction during the last several years. More
frequently it requires that those developing proposals coordinate their efforts with the groups, especially parents, that are affected by the problems
involved, or would be affected by the solutions proposed. Of course, this policy has limits. It would be
unrealistic and probably improper for the Founda-

of problems or appropriate solutions. At the same
time, the Foundation or any other assistance agency
which encourages improvement would be remiss if
it waited- for complete consensus to develop regarding innovations or it awarded grants only for
projects in communitics where there was minimal
conflict. Necessarily, if- innovations are to address

the fundamental problems of educationwith all
their ramifications for larger social issuesthere
will be local groups in opposition to the changes.
Thus, it is essential that more systematic methods
be developed for drawing the line between imposing change on groups that might have cooperated
had they participated in the creation of the proposals for change, and delaying needed changes in
naive anticipation of good communications and
democratic harmony.
This poses a large and fundamental question for
all assistance agencies which, because of laws and

traditions, to say nothing of new governmental
roles, must be aware of "their place" in aiding
educational change.

Although it is not the function of general-purpose foundations, for instance, to involve themselves directly in local conflicts, a knowledge that
funding of programs amidst conflict will doubtless
create further dissension will help guide the fund-

ing procedure. On the other hand, governmental
assistance agencies may find settlement of conflict
at the negotiating table a required role and one not

always to be performed before a grant can be
made. Whether private or public philanthropy is

tion to attempt to mediate in large numbers of

involved, the grantors and grantees must weigh the

American communities in order to bring conflicting
parties into full agreement on either the definition

costs of innovation against the gains to be made
through educational change.
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N. Implications

The implications of CSIP cannot be gleaned from
analysis of- the effectiveness of individual components. Its real import emerges most dearly from an
examination of the changing meaning of the word
"comprehensive."

During the program's gestation period- and
r

through =its early years, "comprehensive" was -gen-

erally used to describe an approach to school improvement. It reflected a sweeping effort to change
educationthat is, implementing in concert all the
new practices of the previous decade; involving all
staff at all grade levels; moving ahead in all curriculum areas; working in various sizes and kinds
oischools;- and coordinating the resources of the
universities and the schools.
The objective of the program was to change the

traditional habits of school- systemsfrom selfcontained classrooms to team-taught, flexibly

grouped learning situations; from uniform time
schedules to variable time allotments determined
by learning tasks; from an instructional program
bound to a single set of textbooks to a variety of cur-

sive" must look beyond the manipulation of variables within the school, and reckon more directly
with outside factors such as financing, parent expectations, and local social and political pressures.
The more fundamental the changes conceived, the
more central such issues become.
It is interesting to speculate that CSIP's original
design would have been much more effective if
only the relative tranquility of the early 1960s had
continued. But at least three important facts minimize the validity of such a hypothesis.
First, as noted in Chapter III, various CSIP innovations of both -the early and later 1960s were
feasible precisely because the complacency had
been broken, and conflict and confrontations had
occurred.
Second, as change efforts in a wide variety of
educational settings indicated, the idea of a mono-

riculum materials including the latest technology.
To the program formulators of the early 1960s,
the problems confronting education appeared to be
much the same as those of the 1950s: too many

lithic American education "system" is a myth.
Thus CSIP-supported innovations developed in

students, the explosion of knowledge, and in-

poorer suburban, and rural segments of American
education.
Finally, and perhaps most important, a continu-

creased demand for trained manpower to satisfy an

expanding technological society. The questions
raised by those concerned with education were
questions of quantity: how to educate more students, attend to more curricula, and produce more
graduates. The launching of Sputnik in 1957, and
the sudden emergence of professional critics of
education, raised some additional questions of instructional quality.
As noted, the main strategy that emerged in CSIP
was an attempt to change the educational structure
through a process of teacher development. The program was largely a "professional" approach which
can claim great success in changing professional
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these changes in practice were effective only within
the existing classroom-oriented parameters of project schools. The limited outcomes of CSIP strongly
suggest that a program ,spiring to be "comprehen-

practice, and this is no mean achievement. But

lighthouse" school systems could not have solved

the educational problems faced by the urban,

ation of the tranquility of the 1950s and early
1960s would ha 'e further postponed action on
more basic issues. Problems relating to the disadvantaged, the widespread alienation of youth, and
the paradoxes involved in our national values were
not issues confronting the Comprehensive School
Improvement Program, at least not in the beginning. Partly due to preoccupation with efficiency
and new teaching styles, CSIP initially sidestepped
such issues as equality of educational opportunity.
educational philo)phy. relevance in curriculum,
accountability in administrative and political structures, and school-community interface.

As indicated in Chapter 1, many of these fundamental questions came to the fore during the decade and altered both the content and the style of
the program. As CSIP evolved and its efforts and
expectations focused on education for the disadvantaged, the word "comprehensive" came to have

a new meaning. Rather than describing an approach to educational change, "comprehensive"
was now used to describe the product toward
which the various projects were moving. A comprehensive school was one that provided enough
options so that all or nearly all students could meet

with success in an educational programthere
were to be no educational dead ends. The projects
operated under the banner of continuous progress,
individualized instruction, and blending of voca-

tional and academic education. School systems
would cease to reinforce an intellectual caste system. "Vocational," "technical," and "academic"
would lose their discriminatory aspects, with all
programs having equal status.
"Comprehensive" used in this way had the same
general characteristics as infinity. A school never
arrived there, i.e., meeting every student's educational needs, but continued to work at closer and
closer approximations.
At the outset of the decade, partly because the
problems the Foundation addressed were not highly controversial, it was enough to deal with two
major factors: the Foundation's own educational
policies and the distribution of its own money. As
the society's central problems unfolded during the
decade, however, the Foundation developed an expanded sense of its obligations. It became apparent
that the interrelations between education and
larger social problems had to be better understood

and then faced. It became clear that there were
many factors requiring more forethought and more

follow-through. For instance, change would not
occur without stable leadership, and leadership
was difficult to maintain. Beyond this, even though

leadership was essential, it ,vas not sufficient by

itself. Such other factors as governing structures.
implementation procedures, and timing had to be
taken into account. By now the Foundation had

been drawn into the midit of the complexities,
and required systematic planning to continue its
own leadership role. Thus, the word "comprehensive" changed considerably during the decade, and

CSIP itself almost in spite of itselfwas an important factor in the enlarged meaning.
One of the most significant outcomes of the CSIP

experience of the 1960s is the Foundation's
changed understanding of its own responsibilities
and roles. This change is recorded and symbolized
by the differences in the successive reports on the
Foundation's relation to American education. The
1949 policy statement, precise in diagnosing the
nation's central educational problems. was optimistic that the Foundation could lead the way toward
their resolution.
Decade of Experiment: The Fund for the Advancement of Education. 1951-1961. was written
by staff members of the Fund. It concentrated on
cataloguing numerous specific educational innovations. reiterated the 1949 diagnosis of serious deficiencies in American education, and ended on a
note of considerably less assurance and a series of
questions about whether or not certain key problems could be solved.
Neither the Foundation nor the Fund could address all the problems mentioned in Decade, but,
interestingly. CSIP was addressed to what seemed
then the largest question:
Building on the experience gained in the Fifties, will
we find ways to bring all sound new ideas and techniques together to achieve not just a patchwork of im-

provement, but a co' -rent design of advancement?
Such a unified effort would include curriculum reform, expansion of the teamtcaching concept, provision for flexibility of student grouping as well as of
time schedules, and the imaginative use of modern
means of communication in the classroom; it would
mean a more and more effective partnership between
school systems and institutions of hiper learning in
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the training of teachers and in educational research
and development. fp. 105)

This, in effect, describes CSIP, and the lessons
drawn from the CSIP efforts, more specifically detailed throughout this document, arc as follows:
I) While obvious, it is perhaps important to re-

state that innovations took hold best where the

to have little to do with ultimate success of the
program. The exception seemed to be in proportion
rather than amount: that is. as a grant made up a
larger share of an agency's operating budget, so did

it command attention of staff and policy-makers
plus more aggressive discussion from the public.

the most successful and most permanent changes in

Debate and participation seemed to result in larger
'efforts for change when the grant was seen by most
participants as the means toward that end.
4) The operating design of a project seemed to

staff utilization and in individual teacher behavior
were started with a minimum of disruption within
a single school or inside a few classrooms. Little

determine its influence and ultimate impact. For
instance. the school or project funded. organized.
and staffed primarily to make it a prominent and

community debate and discussion were evident before or during the innovative period. However, the
impact of such restricted and sometimes unrelated
efforts is minimal if the goal is large-scale influence
on an entire educational system.
2) For CSIP at least, the policy and governance

conspicuous demonstration center in CSIP did become the "lighthouse." However, the people will-

number of schools was limited and the objectives
and techniques few and sharply defined. In CSIP,

structures for projects seemed to have little to do
with their initial effectiveness, staying power, or
ultimate acceptance by the sponsoring school or
university systems. Neither existing boards of public or higher education nor the quasi-official, conglomerate organizations created especially for grant
purposes seemed more effective than the other in
doing the job they and the Foundation at the outset
agreed upon. In the former case, business as usual

commanded most of their attention. in the latter,
practicing administrators were asked to function as
policy-makers. a difficult role for units outside the
main organizational structure.

5) Larger scale change seemed more likely to
occur when grantee and grantor agreed before
funds were committed on the specific purpose. nature, extent. and limitations of a proposed project.

General. broad-purpose grants awarded for "improving educational opportunity" or for testing
innovations (unspecified) did not allow for the
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lain essential minimums. the size of grant seemed

definition or the commitment by any of the parties
to measurable outcomes. Furthermore, beyond ccr-

ing to accept its "lighthouse" function generally
were not those for whom its was designed. Changes
in nearby school systems did not seem to occur nor

was there a willingness on the part of the projects'
neighbors to acknowledge its light-giving nature,
whereas distant changes seemed more likely to
occur and to be attributed to the "lighthouse." On

the other hand. district-wide influence seemed
more likely where projects practiced diffusion of
activities and encouraged innovation in schools
and classrooms throughout the district.

5) Directorship seemed the most critical of all
possible indicators in the CSIP experience. Projects that were most effective in the short run and
after outside assistance ended were those whose

directors were present at the planning and remained through the implementation. evaluation,
and adaptation phases. The leadership of capable
directors and the continuity they provided appear
in retrospect to be at least as important as organizational or policy structures, experimental models.
the organization's initial commitment, or the depth
and length of funding. While this is not to say that
there is an inverse relationship between directors'

high mobility and projects' high quality (in some
cases fortune smiled upon projects as the directors

were relieved), it does suggest that the continued
presence of capable, aware, and fully committed

were introduced and accepted initially. Small

leadership should occupy as high a priority as

and rapidity of innovation in small schoolioften
attributable to the efforts and convictions of a
single dynamic leaderwere offset by immediate

structure, concept, and organizational commitment
in the consideration of agencies when umtemplating project assistance.
6) Innovation and change need the broadest possible commitment of intellectual and financial resources. While advice and technical assistance arc
essential before and during the life of the project.
the commitments from multiple funding sources
and especially From parent districts are essential
ingredients, not simply as they represent broadly
based intentions to stay with the program but also
as they illustrate for staff and the public a budgetary and philosophical commitment to the concept.
7) Seldom did the power of the university as an
institution function as a force for improvement of
educational quality in elementary and secondary
schools. The university was not seen by any of the
partics as an instrument of educational reform for
the nation's schools. Hence, while university faculty members worked in schools and with teachers.

they functioned as part-timersindividual profes-

sionalswho necessarily promoted new ideas.
could not become involved in the nitty-gritty, and
did not carry with them the university's expressed
commitment.
8) Not surprisingly, the less complex the school

system's structure, the more easily innovations

schools changed faster than large ones. But the ease

abandonment after the departure of the charismatic

promoter or with reduction of external funding.
Stabilization of innovative atmosphere, especially
where initially it was easily generated, is an important consideration in planning and operation of
projects.
9) The most lasting applications seemed to occur
in middle-sized suburbs small enough to avoid the
divisive debate between powerful interest groups
but large enough to require that innovative movements be identified with more than individual or
simple localized concerns. The fact that the suburban school districts had relatively higher spending capability than their city or rural counterparts
may also have been influential, but money alone
seemed not to be decisive in innovative improvement.
10) As in almost any other complex enterprise,
timing in grant-making was significant. Communities approaching crises and confrontation in their
school systems were more likely to waste innova-

tive funds in the heat of controversy than those
which had passed beyond the critical stage, had
resolved some of the conflicts, and hence were
committed to organized searches for solutions.
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projects by state
(and amount of grant)

ALABAMA

Educational Improvement Program
Huntsville and Madison County
Isaac Rooks or Fulton Hamilton
Associate Superintendent for Instruction
3405 Triana Boulevard
Huntsville, Alabama 35805
($2,707,500)
ALASKA
Alaska Rural School Project
Mrs. Winifred D. Lande
Department of Education
University of Alaska
College, Alaska 99701
($579,000)

ARIZONA
Western States Small Schools Project
See Nevada
($208,900)
CALIFORNIA
Coordinated Education Project
Santa Barbara County
Dr. Norman J. Boyan
Dean, Graduate School of Education
University of California
Santa Barbara, California 93106
($1,049,890)
COLORADO
Western States Small Schools Project
See Nevada
($403,400)
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CONNECTICUT
Norwalk School Improvement Program
Dr. Richard C. Briggs
Superintendent of Schools

105 Main Street
Norwalk, Connecticut 06852
($320,000)

FLORIDA
Development and Evaluation of the Nova Plan
Broward County
Dr. Warren G. Smith
Director, The Nova Schools
3600 S.W. College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314
($385,000)

GEORGIA
Urban Laboratory in Education
(An Education Improvement Project)
Atlanta Public Schools
Mrs. Mildred Freeman
Director, Reading Center
Atlanta University
223 Chestnut Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30314
($3,084,900)
LOUISIANA
New Orleans Education Improvement Project
Mrs. Anna B. Henry
Supervisor, Elementary Education
Orleans Parish School District
731 St. Charles Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130
($2,719,500)
MASSACHUSETTS
Comprehensive Program of School Improvement
Newton Public Schools
Harold W. Beattie
District Program Coordinator,
Newton Public Schools
88 Chestnut Street
West Newton, Massachusetts 02165
($538,000)

MISSOURI
The Comprehensive Project for Improvement
in Learning
University City
Dr. Glenys G. Unruh
Assistant to the Superintendent for Curriculum
and Instruction
The School District of University City
725 Kings land Avenue
University City, Missouri 63130
(S266,000)

NEVADA
Western States Small Schools Project
Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah
Herbert Steffans
Coordinator, Western States Small Schools Project
State Department of Education
Carson City, Nevada 89701
($279,000)

NEW JERSEY
Englewood School Development Program
Dr. Peter J. Dugan
Superintendent of Schools
Englewood Public Schools
12 Tenafly Road
Englewood, New Jersey 07631
($250,000)

NORTH CAROLINA
Durham Education Improvement Program
Dr. Robert L. Spaulding
Department of Education
California State University
San Jose, California 95114

Infant Evaluation Component
Dr. Donald J. Stedman
Chairman, Division of Behavioral Sciences
in Education
School of Education
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
($2,945,000)
Comprehensive School Improvement Project
Mrs. Mary L. Evans
Division of Development
North Carolina State Department of Public
Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602
(S2,000,000)

OREGON
The Oregon Program

Mrs. Mary Hall

Western States Small Schools Project
Sec Nevada
($239,000)

Associate Superintendent, Planning and
Evaluation
Oregon State Department of Education
942 Lancaster Drive
Salem, Oregon 97310
($3,500,000)

NEW YORK

PENNSYLVANIA

Ford and Brentwood Research in Curricuh

The Milton Project
Dr. J. William Moore
Chairman, Department of Education
Bucknell University
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 17837
($224,000)

NEW MEXICO

(FABRIC)
Raymond Fournier
Brentwood Public Schools
Brentwood, New York 11717
($508,500)
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Comprehensive School Improvement Program
Pittsburgh

Dr. Louis J. Kishkunas
Superintendent of Schools
Pittsburgh Public Schools
341 S. Benefield Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
($2,485,000)

PUERTO RICO
Joint Project in Curriculum Improvement
and Teacher Education
Dr. Ramon Mellado

Commissioner of Education
Department of Education
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00919
($1,400,000)

UTAH
Western States Small Schools Project
See Nevada

($382,200)
VERMONT
The Cooperative Project for Curriculum
Development
Bennington

George Sleeman
Superintendent of Schools
S. W. Vermont Supervisory Union
604 Main Street
Bennington, Vermont 05201
($237,000)

VIRGINIA
TENNESSEE
Nashville Education Improvement Project
M. D. Nee ley

Federal Projects Coordinator
Metropolitan Nashville-Davidson County
Public Schools
2601 Bransford Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee 37204
($3,014,800)

Human Development Project
Richmond

Dr. James W. Tyler
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
School Board of the City of Richmond
312 N. Ninth Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
($500,000)
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Huntsville-Madison County
Education Improvement Program
P.O. Box 128
Huntsville, Alabama 35804

*A Day in the Life, Dear Parent, Health Services,
E.I.P.. Parent Information, A Project in Identity,
Speech. Undated. (Descriptive brochures.)
*Language Arts Curriculum. October 30, 1969. For
Huntsville-Madison County El P Program.
*Cecil, Carl E. Cumulative Research Bulletin. November 1971. A summary of the four-year research
program conducted as a project of the HuntsvilleMadison County Education Improvement Program.
The Alaska Rural School Project
Department of Education
University of Alaska
College, Alaska 99701

The Alaskan Readers. A series of books published by

the Alaska Rural School Project. Example:
Arnold A. Griese, At the Mouth of the Luckiest
River. 1969.
Orvik, James M. Teacher Survival in an Extreme Environment. April 1970.

*Bury, John, and Bury, Susan. Alaska Is Our Home.
Books 1, 2, & 3. 1970.

".`North to Teach." Undated. A teacher recruitment
film.

Center for Coordinated Education
Univertity of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, California 93106

(Reprints can be obtained by writing Dr. Louis f.
Rubin, Communications Coalition for Educational
Change, Box 19090, Washington, D.C. 20836.)
Remaking the Educational Order. April 1965.

Problems of Communication and Status in the
Schools. April 1965.

The Reward System in EducationImpediment to
Progress. January 1965.
Proposal for Refunding. May 1965.
Coordinated Education Project: Report on the 19641965 Academic Year. June 30, 1965.
Targets and Specifications: Report on the 1965-1966
Academic Year. Undated.
Prospectus 1967-1968. 1967.

The Socialization of Youth. August 1967.
Facilitator Guide: Experiments in Professional
Growth. Undated.

The Professional Growth of the Educator. February
1966.

The Nurture of Teacher Growth. May 1966.
Synergetics and the School. January 1966.
Experiments in Teacher Professional Growth. Undated. (Teacher handbook.)
Teacher Inventory. Undated. Experiments in teacher
professional growth.
Operational Experiments in Teacher Retraining. Undated. A proposal submitted to the Division of
Education and Research, The Ford Foundation.
Frontiers in School Leadership. Undated. A synthesized report of a seminar sponsored by the Center
for Coordinated Education, January 9-12, 1968.
Rubin, Louis J. "Experiments in Teacher Professional
Growth." August 1, 1969. A feasibility study on
a new approach to teacher retraining.
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The Nova Schools
3600 Southwest 70 Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314

Laskey, Marilyn. Individualize? How? Undated.

Smith, Kenneth. ES '70A LAP on Writing LAPs.
November 1969.

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
Education Improvement Project
795 Peachtree Street
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

Codwell, John E. "The Education Improvement Project of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schoolsa Focus on Improving the Educational
Performance of Disadvantaged Pupils." Reprint

from The Journal of Negro Education. Vol.

*Early Childhood Education. Undated. Describes the

Early Childhood Education Program implemented in several New Orleans elementary
schools, looking at its methods and assessing the
results.

'Extensions, Vol. 1, No. 2, March 1968. Focusing on

the importance of "total involvement" of stu-

dents, parents, and community if education is to
be improved. This issue discusses significant activities and programs carried out during the first

part of the N.O.E.I.P. and describes activities
planned for the future.

*Community Involvement. Undated. (Brochure.)
*Cultural Activities. Undated. (Brochure.)

'Richards, Violet K. Education Improvement Project
The University Program. 1968.1969. Undated,

XX XVI, No. 3, Summer 1967.

Robb, Felix C. "Annual Report of the Director," Proceedings, Vol. 20, No. 9. July 1968.

Education Improvement Project: The First Five
Years. November 1969.

The College Education Achievement I'roject. Undated.

Education Improvement Program: Experiment in
Progress. Undated.

The Higher Education Achievement Program. Undated.

Urban Laboratory in Education
55 Walnut Street, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30315

Tlw Shore Still Dimly Seen. 1969. (Illustrated brochure.)

New Orleans Education Improvement Project
2601 Gentili), Boulevard
New Orleans, Louisiana 70122

*Thigpen, C. M., and Ahearn, J, J. Grouping in the
Classroom for Work on a Specific UnitSocial
Studies. June 24, 1968.
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*Carter, John. First Draft of Research Reports. Undated.

Comprehensive Program of School Improvement
Newton Public Schools
265 Watertown Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02158

'Work /Study: Synthesis for Choice. 1968.

*Report of Consolidation Committee for Newton High
School and Newton Technical High School. lanu
ary 15, 1968.

Blowing on a Candle: A Study of Educational Change
in the Newton Public Schools 1959-1969. "The

Whole Ball of Wax." "Sniffing a Cold Trail."
"Status Report, June 1969." "The Flavor of
Change: Curriculum." "The Flavor of Change:
Organizational." "The Flavor of Change: Pedagogical." Undated.

School District of University City
725 Kingland Avenue
University City, Missouri 63130
Comparative Surveys of Organization and Use of Materials in the Teaching of Reading in the Elementary Schools of University City in 1962.1963 and
1964-1965. August 1965.

Inquiry into Change. (Survey Form 11, 2nd part.)
March 1966. A survey of present practices and
beliefs.

Inquiry into Change. (Survey Form I) April 1966. A
survey of beliefs.

Published by the Office of Research and Testing:
Teacher Aides: A Survey of Outcomes. June 1965.

Research and Testing: A Report of Current Studies.
August 1965.
Reading: First Grade :7 t/ a. November 8, 1965.

Development of Logical Thinking of Kindergarten
Children: A Piaget-type Program. March 1966.
Reading Laboratories:
Three. March 1966.

il I/ a-=Primary Two and

French Language Achievement: The Effect of Early
Language Instruction on Subsequent Achievement. June 1966.
Research and Testing: Supplement to the August 1965
Report on Current Studies. July 1966.

Ford and Brentwood Research in Curriculum
Brentwood Public Schools
Brentwood, New York -11717
The Brentwood Curriculum Revision Proposal. Un-

dated.

Fournier, Raymond, and Presno, Vincent. Advantage:
A Program for Preschool Children. 1965.

Presno, Vincent, and Presno, Carol. Man in Action
Series. Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice Hall,
1969. A six-level interdisciplinary social science
program for the elementary school.
Fournier, Raymond. Thinking and Writing. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1969. A series
of workbooks comprising an inductive program
in composition.

Developmental Differences among Kindergarten Chil-

Roberts, Gerhard H. An Outline of a K-6 Mathemat-

dren: A Study of Results of the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities. July 1966.

ics Program Organized in 28 Livels and Correlat-

Developmental Differences among Kindergarten Children: A Study of the Beery-Buktenica Develop.
mental Form Sequence. August 1966.
Developmental Differences among Kindergarten Children: A Study of Results on the Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception. August 1966.

Prekindergarten Research Study: Selection of Representative Children by Lot. November 1966.
Developmental Differences among Kindergarten Children: A Study of Results on the Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale. October 1966.

Prekindergarten Research Study: Selection and Systematic Observation of Representative Children.

December 1966.
Approaches to Primary Reading. March 1967.

Prekindergarten Research Study: Skills Development
Related to Age. April 1967.

Achievement of First Year Primary Children: ilt la
and T.O. Compared. October 1967.
Prekindergarten Research Study: Analysis of Pretest
Data by Major Skills Development Need Phase
II, Prekindergarten Field Test, 1967-1968. De-

cember 1967.
French Language Achievement: The Effect of Early
Language Instruction on Achievement in Grades
Seven and Eight. December 1967.

ing Textbooks and Supplementary Materials.
1969.

Brieger, Arthur, and Miller, Helen. The Awareness
Series: A Preschool Readiness Program. Un-

dated. Each individual booklet is accompaniedby a separate pamphlet for the teacher to facilitate her use of the material. Booklets deal with:
The Clocks, Animals, Numbers, The Alphabet,
Shapes, Colors, Textures.

Durham Education Improvement Program
2010 Campus Drive
Duke University
Durham, North Carolina 27706
(Reprints can be obtained from ERIC, Urbana, Illinois 61801.)

The Durham Education Improvement Program 19661967: Research. Undated.
Cooper, Georgia. Opening Windows. June 1968. A
collection of workshop sessions, essays and other
materials having to do with the establishment of
a possible language development program.

Spaulding, Robert L. "The Durham Education Improvement Program," Psychology and Early
Childhood Education. Monograph Series No. 4.
Toronto: The Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, 1968.
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Pulling Up Parents. May 4968. A discussion by members of an EIP Mothers' Club.
The Education Improvement Program. Undated. (Illustrated brochure.)
Durham Education Improvement Program:Abstracts
of the 1965-1970 Special Studies Research and

Evaluation Report. Final Report. Vol. III. Undated.
Annual Confidential Report of the Durham EIP, 19681969. Undated.

Wasik, Barbara H., and Sibley, Sally A. An Experimental Summer Kindergarten for Culturally Deprived Children. March 1969.
Ironside, Roderick A. Impact of the Durham Education Improvement Program. Durham, N.C.: Educational Testing Service, Southeastern Office,
August, 1970.

Spaulding, Robert L. Durham Education Improvement Program. Final Report, Volumes 1, 2, & 3.
Undated.

Comprehensive School Imptovement Project
North Caroline State Department of Public
Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602
BornaGrowing. November 1968. A summary report
of the North Carolina CSIP, 1964-1967.

The Milton Project
Milton Area School District
Milton, Pennsylvania 17847

*McKeegan, Hugh, in collaboration with J. William
Moore and James Baugher. Individualizing Instruction at Milton Junior High. 1970.
The Milton ProjectEducational Innovation with a
Difference. 1970. A final report to the Comprehensive School Improvement Program of the
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Ford Foundation. Submitted by Bucknell University and the Milton Area School District.
A Brief History of Four Academic Departments in the
Milton Middle School, 1964.1970: Math, Science,
Social Studies, Language Arts. 1970.

Pittsburgh Public Schools
341 South Bellefield Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

*Apprenticeship, Education and Work: A Resource
Document. OVT Planning & Development Staff.
1969.

*Olson, Jerry C. Survey: The OVT DivisionCharges,
Accomplishments, Plans. September 1969.
This Is To Tell You About OVT: Occupational, Vo-

cational, and Technical Education. Undated.
(Packet of materials.)

*Compensatory Education Services. Undated. (Brochure.)

The Nashville EIP
Fisk University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
*Focusing on Mt. Zeno Kindergarten. Undated. (Small
brochure.)

*NEIP Guidance. Undated. (Small brochure.)
*K-3 Nongraded Primary Carter-Lawrence School. Un
dated. (Small brochure.)
The Nashville EIP: 1965-1969 Interim Report to the
Ford Foundation. December 1969.
*Klein, Arthur F. Nashville Education Improvement
Project: Statistical Report 1968-1969. Undated.
Nashville Education Improvement Project:
Final Statistical Report (Partial). Undated.
Somebody Better Do Something. Washington, D.C.:
National School Public Relations Association,
1970.

School Board of the City of Richmond
312 North Ninth Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
*Community Action Program. February 1965. A publication by educational and civic leaders of Rich-

mond concerning the continuation of special
education programs for the disadvantaged that
were started in 1963 with financial help from the
Ford Foundation.

°Human Development ProjectRichmond

Public

Schools, 1965.1966. September 1966.

Shared ServicesOpportunities for Small Schools.
1968.

°Community Action Programs. October 1966. (Report.)

WSSSP: Summer Workshop 1963. Undated.

*AIDES: A Guide to Help Improve the Work of Aides
in the Schools, 1969.1970. September 1966.

Jesser, David L. New Dimensions for the Small
Schools of Nevada. December 1966.
WSSSP: Summer Workshop 1964. 1964.

Allen, Blaine W. Individualized Learning Through
Western States Small Schools Project for Colorado
Colorado Department of Education
State Office Building
Denver, Colorado 80203

Computerized Modular Scheduling. 1964.
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Educating Rural Youth for Success in the World of
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Western States Small Schools Project for Nevada
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State Department of Education
Capitol Building
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Report of the Career Selection Education
Program. 1965-1968. August 1968.

Report of the Extensive Reading Program.
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August 1968.

Western States Small Schools Project for Utah
Department of Public Instruction
State Capitol Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Stutz, Rowan C. Summer Workshop-1963. September 1963.

Mex.: State Department of Education, 1970. An
Evaluative Report of the Pecos Language Arts
Program for the WSSSP.
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